
Allerdale Borough Council 

Planning Application 2/2016/0045

Proposed 
Development:

Development of a new water supply pipeline connection from 
Thirlmere to West Cumbria including (within Allerdale) A water 
treatment works with associated vehicular access, landscaping and 
temporary working areas off A595 near Blindcrake. A service 
reservoir, valve house with vehicular access and landscaping at 
Moota Hill. A pumping station with vehicular access, fencing and 
landscaping at Harrot Hill, Cockermouth. Underground mains 
supply from the proposed WTW to Quarry Hill, Broughton Cross 
and into Copeland Borough's boundary. Slip-lining of existing 
pipelines from Broughton Cross to Stainburn SR and from 
Cockermouth to Southwaite Farm incorporating the development of 
valve chambers, excavation and landscaping, temporary access, 
compounds, hard standings and other associated works.

Location: Proposed new Pipeline across the Borough from Williamsgate, 
Bridekirk to Copeland border with additional infrastructure links and 
associated works to Quarry Hill water treatment works via Bothel 
and Stainburn, Workington via Gt Clifton.

Recommendation: APPROVE

Subject to conditions and the completion of a Unilateral Section 
106 undertaking to secure the following to compensate for the net 
loss of woodland via:

1) An area of woodland of 20 ha would be created at Ennerdale 
Valley. 

2) United Utilities will set up a Tree, Woodland and Hedgerow 
planting fund to support tree planting proposals throughout the 
scheme area.  The fund would be administered by an independent 
fund management organisation (to be submitted to and approved 
by Allerdale).  For Allerdale district the total compensation will be 
22.82 ha (Woodland creation); 596 (Individual Trees); 8114 m 
(Hedgerow creation).

3) Submission to and approval of a management strategy for the 
maintenance, restoration and aftercare of the route of the pipeline 
and its associated works.



Summary/Key Issues

Issue Conclusion

Principle of 
development

The West Cumbria Water Supplies Project – Thirlmere 
Transfer’ is to provide essential linkage between the area and 
the wider water network, and will prevent United Utilities from 
taking water from environmentally sensitive locations.  In 
particular to meet statutory obligations under the EU Habitats 
Directive at the Ennerdale Water abstraction, in order to 
protect England’s largest population of freshwater mussels (in 
the River Ehen below the lake).

The proposed scheme has been developed through a robust 
Water Resource Management planning process in line with 
all Government guidance to deliver fundamental Government 
objectives that are clearly in both the national and public 
interest, securing a high quality drinking water supply to 
households and businesses, providing resilience to climate 
change and supporting economic growth, whilst helping to 
protect sensitive habitats and species.

Within Allerdale the raw water is piped along a Raw Water 
Aqueduct to a proposed Water Treatment Works (WTW) near 
Bridekirk at Williamsgate. From the WTW a new network 
main extends northwards to connect into the existing 
distribution network at Quarry Hill via a new service reservoir 
at Moota Hill.  A separate route then extends southwards, via 
a new pumping station at Harrot Hill.  

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has been 
undertaken to accompany the planning application in the form 
of an Environmental Statement (ES) including mitigation 
measures which aim to avoid, reduce or offset the significant 
environmental effects of the scheme.  

The ES and the subsequent Habitat Regulations Assessment 
(HRA) demonstrate that overall there will be relatively 
minimal negative impacts arising from the scheme.  The 
majority are likely to arise from construction activities which 
will be short term and temporary and therefore unlikely to be 
significant in the long term.  Any adverse effects, such as 
traffic impacts and ecological impacts, can be reasonably 
controlled / mitigated and compensated by the use of 
conditions and a Unilateral Undertaking.



On balance taking into account the above, the benefits of the 
proposed scheme are considered to significantly outweigh 
any negative impacts and acceptable in principle, thus 
considered to be in compliance satisfactorily local plan 
policies. 
 

Landscape 
and visual 
impact. 

It is recognised that as a major infrastructure project in a rural 
landscape, and within the setting of the Lake District National 
Park, it would have some adverse effects upon landscape 
character but the proposals have been developed to minimise 
these through siting, design and mitigation.  There will be 
huge differences between the visual and landscape effects 
during construction and those when mitigation measures 
have had time to mature, and it is considered that these 
differences have been well represented in the Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA).  In some locations the 
value placed on visual effects is ‘very large adverse’ in the 
construction phase, but in all cases these values diminish to 
‘slight adverse to neutral’ in the future years operational 
stage.  With the inclusion of mitigation measures the scheme 
is considered to be in accordance with the NPPF and policies 
S2, S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan.

Ecology, 
Trees and 
Nature 
Conservation

Dialogue during the pre-application stage has minimised any 
significant ecological impacts via mitigation.  These impacts 
related to the ‘Special Areas of Conservation’ (SAC’s) which 
require a Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA), and ‘non-
designated habitats’.  In summary the habitat impacts will be 
on woodland/trees, hedgerows, and wet grassland.  
Proposals for compensation for the permanent loss of 
habitats are required under the EIA Regulations.  The 
applicant has proposed a detailed compensation package as 
follows :

- Tree and hedgerow planting within the application 
area;

- A woodland creation project in the Ennerdale valley; 
and

- A Tree, Woodland and Hedgerow planting Fund per 
district for woodland, tree and hedgerow creation. This 
would be governed by a management strategy 
(including a representative from Allerdale)

With regard to locally important species, the following are 
important within the biodiversity of Allerdale :

- Great crested newt, Otter and Red Squirrels – The 
assessment of likely impacts identifies no significant 
impacts on these species.



Archaeology 
and Heritage

The route avoids impacting on archaeological assets of 
highest significance and the formulation of mitigation 
measures for the archaeological assets of lesser significance 
that will be affected.

Water 
Environment

Potential impacts of the development on the water 
environment are associated with the pipeline construction, 
construction and operation of the new water work treatment 
works, service reservoirs and any operational changes which 
may result in changes to water resources.   Mitigation 
measures have been proposed to help manage pollution risk 
and reduce the impacts of the construction of the Proposed 
Scheme on the water environment. 

Flood Risk The Lead Local Flood Authority (Cumbria County Council) 
has no objection to the proposed development during its 
construction phase as it is considered that the proposal does 
not affect flood risk on site, or downstream of the works. 
Cumbria County Council also agrees with the residual risks 
associated with the operational phase of the development as 
stated within the Flood Risk chapter of the Environmental 
Statement, and that the mitigation measures stated, if 
successfully implemented, the risk of flooding during the 
operational phase is very low.

Amended details regarding flood risk to address their 
requirements, and the proposed scheme is considered to be 
in accordance with NPPF paragraphs 100, 101, 102 and 109 
as the tests required are passed and Local Plan policies.  
The Environment Agency and Lead Local Flood Authority 
(CCC) recommend conditional approval. 

Soils, Geology 
and 
Hydrogeology

This assesses the presence of potentially contaminated land, 
and whether any changes to base flows in river streams 
would occur, protecting bedrock and secondary aquifers from 
groundwater pollution and avoiding buildings and 
infrastructure subsidence as a result of dewatering. 
Mitigation measures to reduce these potential impacts 
include managing groundwater drainage, avoiding impacts 
on protected and valued geological sites through routing the 
pipeline and associated infrastructure to avoid sensitive sites.  
They are mainly limited to the construction phase.  
Therefore, it is considered that the implementation of the 
proposed mitigation measures would minimise impacts in 
accordance with the NPPF objectives and Policy S2 and S36 
of the Local Plan.



Materials and 
Waste

During the construction phase United Utilities has confirmed 
that they would optimise the re-use of excavated material on-
site within the scheme.   Current predictions indicate this is 
approximately 82.5 % although this could be exceeded 
further.  A Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) would 
ensure that surplus waste is managed in accordance with the 
waste hierarchy and would be split on the basis of proximity 
of the pipeline section laydown / compound area to Moota 
Quarry (CEMEX) or Lillyhall Landfill.  

Overall the positive measures are considered acceptable in 
line with the Waste Hierarchy, Local Plan policies S2 and 
DM12 and Objective 2 of the Cumbria County Council Core 
Strategy.

Public Access 
and 
Recreation

The majority of impacts on public access and recreation 
would be minor, and United Utilities has confirmed that 
detailed discussions would be held with PRoW officers, local 
cycling groups and the managers/owners of the facilities that 
are affected in order to discuss and agree the temporary 
closures and diversions.

This collaborative approach is considered to meet the 
objectives of the NPPF and Policy S2 of the Local Plan.

Socio 
Economics

Potential economic impacts that have been considered 
include those on local employment (directly and indirectly), 
effects on tourism including the availability of visitor 
accommodation, maintaining access to community facilities 
and social infrastructure and disruption from severance.  
Mitigation measures include not to close multiple roads used 
by a single community at the same time; and, at Bridekirk, 
not to undertake the road closure during school term time.  
It is considered that the applicant has engaged closely with 
local communities, landowners and businesses to minimise 
disruption as far as is practicable. 

Agriculture 
and Sporting 
Land Use 

The application boundary has been developed in 
consultation with land owners and agricultural and sporting 
interests.  This has resulted in an application boundary that, 
as far as is practically possible, minimises effects on 
agricultural soils, and agricultural and sporting activities.



Traffic and 
Transport

A mitigation strategy is included within the Traffic 
Assessment (TA) to mitigate against any implications 
associated with highway capacity or safety.  The mitigation 
would be implemented during the construction phase to limit 
the potential effects of additional employee and construction 
traffic.  The mitigation does not cover the operational phase 
of the pipeline as it is considered that the effects of additional 
traffic would be imperceptible against that of background 
levels.

Key objectives of a Travel Plan and Traffic Management Plan 
are to be conditioned, and Cumbria County Council 
Highways Authority has confirmed no objection to this 
approach.

Residential 
Amenity

Due to the nature of the development some residents may 
experience significant disturbance during the course of the 
construction work.  However, as construction activities would 
generally pass quickly through a given area disturbance 
would therefore be short-lived.  

Environmental Health note that the ‘operational assessment’ 
has identified that no form of specific mitigation is required 
for any of the permanent operational sites over and above 
what has been incorporated into the technical assumptions.   

Cumulative 
Effect

It is envisaged that the potential for cumulative impact / in 
combination effect to occur with other proposed major 
projects in Allerdale is minimal.

Background

A Planning Application was submitted on the 18th April 2016, for the proposed 
construction of a major new water supply infrastructure in West Cumbria.  The 
scheme, ‘The West Cumbria Water Supplies Project – Thirlmere Transfer’ is to 
provide essential linkage between the area and the wider water network.

The proposed scheme involves installation of a major new pipeline from Thirlmere 
reservoir (in the Lake District National Park) to West Cumbria.  The development 
will also require construction of a new water treatment works, pumping stations and 
service reservoirs with associated valve houses.

Implementation of the proposed scheme will prevent United Utilities from taking 
water from environmentally sensitive locations in West Cumbria.  In particular, to 
meet statutory obligations under the EU Habitats Directive at the Ennerdale Water 



abstraction, in order to protect England’s largest population of freshwater mussels 
(in the River Ehen below the lake).  Upon implementation of the proposed scheme 
the Environment Agency will revoke United Utilities licence to abstract water from 
Ennerdale Water.  The proposed scheme also enables United Utilities to cease 
abstraction from other designated environments (e.g. Crummock Water) and 
improve water supply resilience to drought in West Cumbria.  Therefore drought 
actions such as hose pipe bans and tankering of supplies would be less likely.  The 
scheme also proposes to supply a greater volume than at present and will therefore 
ensure that water supply does not inhibit growth in the area.

As part of United Utilities Water Resources Management Plan, following consultation 
on a number of options, the scheme proposed here was identified as the preferred 
option to achieve a supply-demand balance for West Cumbria after Ennerdale 
licence revocation.  This was supported by the findings of the independent Planning 
Inspector following the additional scrutiny of the plan by an Examination in Public.

The delay to revoking the abstraction licence at Ennerdale whilst this scheme is 
constructed and commissioned, by no later than 2022, is deemed acceptable under 
the Habitats Regulations because an Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public 
Interest (IROPI) case and accompanying package of measures to provide 
compensation for the damage occurring during the delay have been agreed by 
DEFRA.

Proposal

The West Cumbria Water Supplies project commences with a new connection point 
at the existing Bridge End water treatment works (WTW) below Thirlmere Reservoir 
in the Lake District National Park.  The raw water is then piped along a Raw Water 
Aqueduct to a proposed WTW near Hags Wood at Williamsgate in Allerdale.  From 
the WTW at Williamsgate a new network main extends northwards to connect into 
the existing distribution network at Quarry Hill via a new service reservoir at Moota 
Hill.  A separate route extends southwards, via a new pumping station at Harrot Hill 
and new service reservoir at High Leys, to the existing Summergrove and Kelton Fell 
Service Reservoirs in Copeland.  The route also extends westwards to the existing 
Stainburn Service Reservoir and eastwards to the existing distribution network at 
Cornhow, where the existing mains are reused where possible through slip-lining (a 
new smaller pipe inside the existing larger pipe) rather than laying a new main.

There are 3 techniques which would be used in construction of the supply pipeline.  
The new pipeline/aqueduct would be installed in excavated and backfilled trenches 
in a process called ‘open cut’.  Existing mains would be upgraded in a process called 
‘slip lining’ where new pipes are inserted inside existing. Furthermore, in key areas, 
for example under roads and rivers, horizontal directional drilling would be used to 
avoid digging trenches.  Landscape and visual effects for ‘open cut’ are potentially 
the most severe with the effects from ‘slip lining’ and ‘trenchless’ being largely 
limited to the construction phase.

The new aqueduct (mains pipeline) consists of twin 900mm diameter polyethylene 
pipes either in a single trench or 2 trenches running parallel to each other.  A typical 
arrangement for either construction would be an excavation up to 6m wide and 2m 



deep with the pipes at 3m centres in a twin trench or two 3m wide trenches up to 6m 
apart.  A working area each side of the trench would be required for a temporary 
surfaced access track, work space, materials and spoil storage. A total working 
width of up to 40m cleared of all vegetation will be necessary for the whole route, but 
‘pinch points’ down to approximately 10m will be used at key locations such as field 
boundaries to avoid excessive removal of walls and hedges, to avoid veteran trees 
where re-routing is not possible, and to avoid excessive disruption at water course 
crossings and other obstacles.

The alignment of the route and its associated facilities was influenced by technical 
(e.g. gravity fed system), environmental (e.g. designated constraints) and economic 
considerations 

Some of the existing facilities would be used as part of the new water supply 
scheme whilst others would be decommissioned.  The decommissioning of existing 
assets would involve turning off the current water supply and removing various items 
of plant and machinery from buildings.  In situ water supply valves and similar items 
of plant would be closed and made safe.  Items of above ground plant and 
machinery in buildings would be removed from the existing Quarry Hill WTW, 
Cornhow and the Ennerdale WTW.  

The scheme was amended for network pipeline re-alignment and alterations to 
various accesses and construction compounds. This was in response to feedback 
from both statutory and non-statutory stakeholders, landowners, and through 
enhancement of the scheme design.

The main elements of the scheme within the district of Allerdale are as follows : 

 A new water treatment works near Hag Wood, Williamsgate, Bridekirk
 A new network main (pipeline) from the new water treatment works at 

Williamsgate to Quarry Hill
 A new service reservoir (SR) at Moota Hill
 A new network main (pipeline) from the new water treatment works at 

Williamsgate to Harrot Hill, Cockermouth.
 A new pumping station (PS) at Harrot Hill, Cockermouth.
 A new network main (pipeline) from the pumping station at Harrot Hill to 

Ullock.
 Existing mains from Cockermouth to Stainburn to be upgraded in a process 

called ‘Slip lining’ where new pipes are inserted inside existing. 

In addition to the main elements of the scheme there is also associated plant and 
machinery such as gates, valves, temporary access and compounds.
Washout pipes are also likely to be required along the length of the pipelines to allow 
for release of water to a receiving watercourse for maintenance or emergency 
reasons.  The need to use washout facilities under emergency conditions or for 
maintenance would arise very infrequently.  A separate planning application will be 
submitted for this infrastructure once detailed design requirements are confirmed.



Site

The geographical area within which the scheme is proposed to be implemented 
centres on the conurbation of Cockermouth.  The area extends west towards 
Workington, north to Torpenhow, to the east just past Keswick (near Legburthwaite), 
and to the south to Cleator Moor (in Copeland).
The extents of the area are associated with three local authorities: The Lake District 
National Park; Allerdale Borough Council; and Copeland Borough Council.
This application refers only to the area covered by Allerdale Borough Council 
(outside the Lake District National Park).  This includes the extent of the pipeline 
running north from Cockermouth to Torpenhow and west towards Workington
The Lake District National Park Planning Authority and Copelands Borough Council 
are dealing with their own separate planning applications for the relevant sections of 
the scheme that fall within their areas.

Relevant Policies    

National Planning Policy Framework  (March 2012)

- Achieving Sustainable Development
- Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change 
- Conserving and enhancing the natural environment 
- Promoting sustainable transport 
- Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes 
- Requiring good design 
- Promoting healthy communities

The main paragraphs within the NPPF that are of relevance to the water supply 
schemes are:
Paragraph 94 of the NPPF, which requires local planning authorities to adopt 
proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate change, including taking full 
account of water supply and demand considerations and Paragraph 99 requires this 
to be set out in Local Plans.

Paragraph 156 of the NPPF, which requires local planning authorities to set out the 
strategic priorities for the area in the Local Plan, including strategic policies to deliver 
the provision of infrastructure for water supply, whilst Paragraph 162 of the NPPF 
requires local planning authorities to work with other authorities and providers to 
assess the quality and capacity of water supply infrastructure.

The key driver for the Proposed Scheme is the protection of a significant colony of 
freshwater mussels (an internationally protected species) in Ennerdale Water. 

Section 11 of the NPPF details the Government’s policies on conserving and 
enhancing the natural environment.  Paragraph 109 states that the planning system 
should contribute:
‘…to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity, 
including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to 
current and future pressures.’



Of particular relevance to the parts of the Proposed Scheme within or affecting the 
setting of the Lake District National Park is paragraph 115 of the NPPF which states: 
‘Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in 
National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have 
the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty.  The 
conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in all these 
areas, and should be given great weight in National Parks and the Broads’.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014

Policy S1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy S2 - Sustainable development principles
Policy S3 – Spatial strategy and growth
Policy S4  - Design principles
Policy S5 – Development principles
Policy S7 – A mixed and balanced housing market
Policy S8 – Affordable housing
Policy S14 – Rural economy
Policy S21 – Developer contributions
Policy S22 – Transport Principles
Policy S23 – Supporting and Safeguarding Strategic Infrastructure.
Policy S24 – Green Infrastructure
Policy S26 – Community and rural services
Policy S27 – Heritage Assets
Policy S29 – Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S30 – Re use of land
Policy S32 - Safeguarding amenity
Policy S33 – Landscape
Policy S35 – Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity
Policy S36 – Air, Water and Soil quality

Policy DM12 – Sustainable construction
Policy DM14 – Standards of good design
Policy DM17 – Trees, hedgerows and woodland

The West Cumbria Water Supply is identified in the Allerdale Local Plan at Policy 
S23 Supporting and Safeguarding Strategic Infrastructure, which states that the 
council will ‘Support proposals to secure future drinking water supplies for West 
Cumbria’.
Relevant Planning History

SCO/2015/0001 – Scoping opinion advising the applicant about the content of the 
Environmental Statement (ES) to be submitted as part of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) process  – 26/03/15

Separate planning application have been submitted for the respective sections of the 
overall neighbouring authorities in the Lake District National Park and Copeland the 
Copeland section has been approved subject to the s106 unilateral undertaking. 



A separate listed building consent application 2/2016/0612 for the reinstatement of a 
milestone at Broughton Cross displaced by the proposed infrastructure works is 
pending.

Consultation

A Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) has been prepared to support the 
planning applications. The SCI explains how the applicant has consulted extensively 
with key stakeholders and the local community from option development to the final 
scheme for which planning permission is now sought.
This includes: public exhibitions, displays at agricultural shows, meetings with parish 
councils and other key stakeholders.
Feedback from the consultations with both statutory and non-statutory stakeholders 
has been considered and incorporated into the environmental assessment and 
scheme design process.

Representations (Some including areas identified outside Allerdale)

Workington Town Council

No objections

Cockermouth Town Council 

Recommend approval

Papcastle Parish Council 

The Cockermouth Sewage Treatment Works discharge pipe was badly damaged in 
the 2009 floods and the inspection chamber on the north side of the river was 
washed away.  The three discharge points have not been seen since and have 
either been washed away or badly damaged.  The chamber on the south side of the 
river when under pressure from high rain fall allows discharge water to plume up into 
the air which suggests that the pipe under the river is most likely blocked with gravel.  
United Utilities has not repaired the damage some 5 years on.

To conclude, Papcastle Parish Council, state that if all other organisations (such as 
Connect Roads; Cumbria County Council; and the Environment Agency) do the 
same (i.e. nothing) then the 9 metre shaft so close to the river (30 metres) will put 
another large chunk of land at risk.

Some 50 metres of land has already been lost since 2005.  Therefore, Papcastle 
Parish Council consider that the shaft should be moved further back from the river.

Greysouthen Parish Council

No objection in principle to the proposal.  However, they comment that as the 



pipeline is close to Eaglesfield Paddle School safety measures should be put in 
place to safeguard the children travelling to and from the school.

Bridekirk Parish Council

No objection in principle.  However, they raise concerns regarding traffic disruption 
and road closures.

Blindcrake Parish Council

Agree that the revised plans for the treated water pipeline from the Williamsgate 
water treatment works to the Moota Hill reservoir is an improvement on the previous 
proposal, in that it avoids crossing and recrossing the A595.  However, they consider 
that there is still a risk of damage to fragile geology and an ancient trackway.  

There are concerns about irreparable damage to ancient medieval and possibly pre-
medieval ridge and furrow systems (which are part of the reasons given for making 
Blindcrake a conservation area).  United Utilities state that they will be reinstated, 
however, the Parish Council state that once they are disturbed they will never be as 
they were originally.

They also raise concerns that there will be a width of easement along the pipeline 
route where there will be no tree planting.  Particularly in Isel and Messengermire 
woods where it appears to be excessive.  These are beautiful ancient woodlands 
which will be seriously damaged if a large area is left unplanted.

The Parish Council consider that the recent decision to leave the EU will enable a 
rational decision to be made balancing the impact of maintaining water extraction 
from Ennerdale and providing alternative means of improving water supply to West 
Cumbria (if required) against the impact of the pipeline construction (and reduction in 
water supplies to Manchester).

Boltons Parish Council

No objection.  However, they have concern for the fate of the site at Quarry Hill.

Bothel and Threapland Parish Council

Seek united Utilities to treat all landowner’s fairly in terms of production and 
reinstatement, seek to minimise work traffic through the village especially school 
hours, repair of any damage to the Bothel –Threapland highway and due 
consideration be given to local residents.

Plumbland Parish Council – No reply to date

Brigham Parish Council – No reply to date

Dean Parish Council – No reply to date



Loweswater Parish Council – No reply to date

Little Clifton Parish Council – No reply to date

Great Clifton Parish Council – No reply to date

Blennerhasset Parish Council – No reply to date

Cumbria County Council - Highways and Transport

Recommend conditional approval, and advise that they raised a number of issues 
which the applicant has clarified :

- The Transport Assessment (TA) stated that all material will be imported from 
Barrow-in-Furness then via A66 / A595 and M6.  However, the Environmental 
Statement (ES) stated that both Barrow and Workington ports will be used. The 
applicant has advises that the port selection rests with contractors, and while 
modelling was based on material being brought in through Barrow, should this 
change details would be submitted in advance for Highway Authority approval.

- The operation of the pipeline would have minimal impact on the operation of the 
highway network, and would be significantly reduced against that of the construction 
period. 

- The County Council has confirmed acceptance of the submitted approach of 
the peak figures in the TA, and has agreed that due to the level of impact it 
would not be necessary to model the impact on the junctions.  

- A pre-commencement Traffic Management Plan condition would include any 
remedial measures and the timing of vehicle movements.  

- The County Council has confirmed acceptance of the applicant’s evidence 
regarding the phased development and the localised impact (including visibility 
splays) of each phase, including the operational phase.

- The County Council advise that their preference for the WTW access would be 
the creation of a single access off the A595 for the sole purpose of building, 
maintaining and operating the WTW which would involve a separate application 
to the Secretary of State for a stopping up order on the road from which the 
access is currently shown. This allows the development of new dedicated 
modern access at the existing junction which would significantly reduce the 
likelihood of conflict and injury by avoiding the creation of a conflict zone.

- The County Council has confirmed that the details of each new access 
(permanent or temporary) subject to construction management / traffic 
management plans should be reserved under a pre-commencement condition.

Cumbria County Council – Historic Environment



Recommend conditional approval.

Cumbria County Council – Lead Local Flood Authority

Recommend conditional approval.

Cumbria County Council – Minerals and Waste

No objections subject to conditions, but refer to the following issues:

Environmental Statement, Chapter 13 – Soils, paragraph 101. 
Question any use of the ‘nine abandoned limestone quarries ’and Highclose 
Quarry, approximately 980m north of Moota Quarry. Although Highclose is currently 
dormant, there has been interest shown to re-open it, and it has planning 
permission until 2042.  Its operation may impact on the pipeline scheme or vice 
versa, in terms of safety, future re-opening or the use of inert waste arising from the 
scheme being used for restoration. 

Environmental Statement, Chapter 13 – Soils, paragraph 103.  
The lower extent of the proposed scheme (from Mockerin to Cleator) crosses the 
Brick clay Mineral Safeguarding Area, it is however acknowledged that this would 
not have been in Cumbria County Council’s (February 2015) draft Minerals and 
Waste Local Plan, but is in the current consultation draft. The upper extent of the 
proposed scheme (from Bothel to Torpenhow) potentially crosses the Igneous rock 
Mineral Safeguarding Area.

Environmental Statement, Chapter 13 – Soils, paragraph 143 to 147 and 169 to 
170.  
It is stated that the impact on Mineral Safeguarding Areas by virtue of the limited 
footprint of the proposed scheme route, is neutral or slight.  However, Cumbria 
County Council consider that this is a misunderstanding of the purpose of MSA and 
disagrees with the ES statement ‘’there are no operational mineral extraction 
activities or known planning applications in process for workings within 250 m of the 
proposed scheme, the sensitivity/value of the Minerals Safeguarded areas was 
considered to be medium’’ and that it is ‘’unlikely to be significant effect during 
construction due to inherent scheme design and limited duration of works’’.
These effects should be stated as being high or significant (once a mineral is 
sterilised it’s lost to us and future generations – inter-generational equally) and in 
this context the current wording could lead to a request for prior extraction of the 
minerals that they are not intended to be used in the construction/pipe 
bedding/landscaping/etc., or potentially a request to use the stone they dig up for 
WTW cladding or walling etc.

A Mineral Safeguarding Area is intended to safeguard proven deposits of minerals 
which are, or may become of economic importance within the foreseeable future, 
from unnecessary sterilisation by non-minerals development. The fact that the 
footprint is small, the duration of construction is short or that there are no mineral 
permissions or applications within 250m, are all irrelevant to the designation of an 
MSA – a mineral is a finite resource and once it has been sterilised, it cannot be 



recovered.

It is acknowledged that this pipeline is a much needed major project, but the 
significance of the impact on minerals and mineral safeguarding should be 
heightened to be in conformity with both the safeguard mineral policies of the 
adopted Cumbria Core Strategy and the emerging Cumbria Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan(CS14 and DC15) 

Environmental Statement, Chapter 14 – Materials, paragraphs 32 and 38.   
Identifies an error that the Minerals and Waste Local Plan is up to 2029, not 2026. 
Reference is made to a quote from a particular bullet point which may be potentially 
misleading, as it only applies to sand and gravel quarries, not all quarries in 
Cumbria.

The cumulative impact of the pipeline project with a list of other major projects that 
may, or may not, come to fruition in West Cumbria is assessed, but this does not 
seem to also assess any synergy with the other major projects on inert waste use, 
either from this project to the others or vice versa. Clarification is needed on what is 
intended to be done with the inert waste. There should be more clarity on the 
handling of cumulative impacts if some or all of the other major projects occur 
simultaneously – i.e. could there be suitable inert wastes arising from these other 
projects that can be used for the pipeline project and vice versa.  This would reduce 
the sourcing of inert wastes from elsewhere reducing the amount of inert waste that 
needs disposal from all the projects together.

Cumbria County Council – Public Rights of Way

Comment as follows :
-

The majority of the impact of the project on rights of way will be during the 
construction phase. In Allerdale 29 Public Rights of Way (PROW) are affected 
including NCN71 (Coast 2 Coast). A formal diversion would be provided for NCN71.

- During the construction period a number of measures to reduce nuisances 
(including dust and noise) experienced by users of the PROWs will need to be 
set out within the Construction Code of Practice.

- Where it is technically possible and safe to do so, PROW gates would be 
installed in the temporary working area with a demarcation fence line to allow 
the public continued access across the working width.

- It is considered that there will be no impact during the operational phase as all 
PROWs will be reinstated once construction is complete.

Highways England

No objections.



Cumbria Constabulary Crime Prevention

No observations or comments regarding the amended details. 

RSPB

No reply to date

Electricity North West

Advise that where the development is adjacent to operational land the applicant 
must ensure that the development does not encroach over either the land or any 
ancillary rights of access or cable easements. 

The Coal Authority

The application site falls within the defined Development High Risk Area.  However, 
The Coal Authority has no further comments to make on the additional information 
that has been submitted, and recommend conditional approval including :  

- The submission for approval of a remediation scheme for public safety and 
the stability of the proposed dwellings from the risks posed by recorded mine 
entries (shafts and adits);

- The submission of a scheme of intrusive site investigations for approval;
- The undertaking of that scheme of intrusive site investigations;
- The submission of a report of findings arising from the intrusive site 

investigations;
- The submission of a scheme of remedial works for approval; and
- Implementation of those remedial works.

Natural England

Natural England advise that they are in support of the overall objectives of this 
project due to the expected benefits which will be realised for a number of Special 
Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Sites of Special Scientific interest (SSSI’s) 
notably the River Ehen SAC; Ennerdale Water SSSI; and a number of component 
waterbodies of the River Derwent and Tributaries SAC.

Natural England state there should be regard for any potential impacts under the 
provisions of the Habitats Regulations.

Natural England’s main concerns are during the construction phases of the 
proposal.  However, a ‘Final’ joint consultation response has been provided by the 
council’s ecological consultant, Natural England and the Environment Agency.  This 
final joint consultation response advises the local planning authorities that the 
proposal will not result in an adverse effect on the site integrity of the River Derwent 
and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC and River Ehen SAC subject to : 



 Securing the requirements and obligations set out below :
- Detailed designs and method statement sign-off;
- Commitment by the applicant to abide by the detailed revisions relating to the 

river SACs in its detailed design and reinstatement work.   
- The appointment of Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoWs) ;
- Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) advice;
- Identification of sensitive areas to ensure that the high sensitivity of the SAC 

catchments is recognised;
- Scheduling of consultation times for post consent approvals;
- SSSI consent will be required for the tunnelling operations on the River Greta 

and the River Derwent.  This will require the production of separate Habitat 
Regulation Assessments (HRA’s) to support these applications.

All of the above have been agreed by United Utilities and a commitment will be 
provided from them through planning conditions or legal obligation.

Securing a planning condition and/or obligation regarding future ongoing working on 
detailed project implementation including the impact on SAC site integrity.
It is recommended that the post-planning consent process and resourcing, which 
has been agreed with the applicant, are to be covered in the consent through 
conditions or obligations.

The development is undertaken in accordance with the application and supporting 
documents. 

Environment Agency

The Environment Agency confirms that the supplementary information dated 29th 
July 2016 addresses the comments made in their initial response dated 27th May 
2016. They also confirm that they support the project as an important step towards 
addressing the unfavourable and declining status of the River Ehen Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC), with additional long term benefits to parts of the River Derwent 
and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC; and benefits to the Ennerdale Lake SSSI.  

There are no concerns regarding the impacts of the operational phase of this 
project on SSSIs or SACs.

Concerns were originally raised regarding the construction phase.  The ‘’Information 
to Inform an Appropriate Assessment (IIAA) that has been provided as part of this 
planning application, relies significantly on the Construction Codes of Practice 
(CCoP) which has also been included in this application.  

However, the ‘Final’ joint consultation response has been provided by Bowfell 
Consulting, Natural England and the Environment Agency regarding the elements 
of the Construction Codes of Practice (particularly those relating to drainage) 
highlighting the elements that need to be addressed to ensure no likely impact on 
site integrity.  They consider that the proposal will not result in an adverse effect on 
the site integrity of the River Derwent and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC and River Ehen 
SAC subject to requirements, planning conditions and/or obligations as outlined in 



Natural England’s comments above.

Groundwater. 
No comments as no new or different environmental effects to soils, geology and 
hydrogeology are considered as a result of the proposed amendments.  

Contaminated Land.  
The groundwater comments equally apply to the land quality function.
The report acknowledges Cumbria County Council’s comments regarding the 
existence of High Close quarry, Plumbland as an in-filled quarry.  The landfill was 
resolved to accept deposits of domestic, commercial and industrial wastes and was 
conditioned to be lined with clay.  It should be noted that the clay lining was not 
installed and leachate is not contained.  We require confirmation that the proposed 
development will not cause or exacerbate pollution emitted from the site.
Moota Quarry has been identified for surplus arisings required for restoration which 
will need to comply with Waste Regulations for deposit and control.

Flood Risk.   
The Environment Agency is the principal flood risk management operating authority 
and has confirmed that the supplementary information amends all the details 
regarding flood risk to address their requirements.

United Utilities

No reply to date

Environmental Health

Recommend Conditional Approval.

Advise that during the construction phase a number of locations are expected to 
experience significant adverse noise and vibration impacts due to the nature of the 
various activities and small separation distances from noise sensitive properties in 
some cases.  Potential mitigation measures have been suggested and this can be 
dealt with by conditions on any planning approval.

Work will be carried out during normal construction hours, however for some 
activities (i.e. tunnelling) it will be necessary for night time work to be undertaken.  
This is because once the tunnelling process commences it must continue until 
completion, therefore 24 hour working will be necessary.
Tunnelling under the River Derwent is required, however, this is not expected to 
cause significant disturbance due to the distance of 350m from the to the closest 
noise sensitive property (East House Farm).

With regard to the operation of permanent sites, the operational noise assessment 
has identified that no form of specific mitigation is required.  However, in order to 
protect the amenity of nearby residential properties, Environmental Health Officers 
advise that noise threshold conditions are attached to any planning approval.

It is also recommended that a condition is applied regarding a lighting impact 



assessment at the proposed Water Treatment Works.

Further conditions are also required regarding a construction management plan, 
contamination and air quality.

Friends of the Lake District

Do not object to the scheme in principle, but raise objections on a number of 
detailed issues that they consider could reasonably be overcome through the use of 
planning conditions and amendments.  Given the concerns that they raise (outlined 
below) they consider that the application should be refused in its current form.

The concerns raised relate to:
- The amendment to the temporary access road off the A595 at Bothel 

(Amendment 19) results in the loss of additional hedgerow.  A planning 
condition should require that it is restored as soon as possible. 

- Regarding the re-alignment of the network main at Moota Quarry (Amendment 
12) all opportunities for impact reduction through micro-siting should be 
explored;

- There is no clear justification for the increased construction area at the River 
Derwent Crossing (Amendment 22), or for the increased construction area at 
East House Farm (Amendment 23).  Friends of the Lake District object to the 
increase in size and considers that the management of these areas requires 
stringent control;

- Object to the scale of the laydown areas/construction compounds;

- Consider that the management and reinstatement of construction 
compounds/laydown areas should be controlled by planning conditions;

- A condition should be applied to ensure that the detailed mitigation measures 
outlined in Appendix 23.2 of the Environmental Masterplan are wholly fulfilled;

- Due to the major landscape implications it is essential that restoration and 
reinstatement works are tightly controlled through planning conditions.  This is 
particularly the case in the Lake District National Park;

- A planning condition should be attached for all new planting consisting of 
locally specific native species of geographically reasonable local provenance;

- The project would be enhanced by replacing the fencing with walls where land 
owners are agreeable;

- Don’t agree with United Utilities assertion that a 5 year maintenance period 
would be sufficient to deliver successful mitigation.  This should be increased 
to a period of 10 years, and should be covered by a condition;

- Any period of closure of a public right of way should be agreed with and 



monitored by the relevant Local Authority;

- Friends of the Lake District also comment that in principle they are in 
agreement with compensatory planting at Ennerdale;

- Furthermore, they look forward to working with United Utilities on the 
development of the community tree fund.

With regard to the Water Treatment Works at Williamsgate, Friends of the Lake 
District comment that while they are substantial in scale, they acknowledge that the 
siting and design have been developed to minimise the landscape impacts.  The 
site is in an area of high sensitivity and there is a degree of intervisibility with the 
adjacent National Park, however, the design and proposed mitigation will 
significantly reduce the landscape impacts of the proposal.

Ramblers

Consider that the harm to the landscape and enjoyment of that landscape caused 
by this proposal is so significant to warrant refusal of the application.  They state 
that their objection is not one of principle but of detail.

Some 4 ha of Ancient semi-natural Woodland (ASNW) will be felled in the Allerdale 
and Lake District areas.  This is a significant loss of natural woodland, and will also 
lead to fragmentation of the woodlands.  Furthermore, in Allerdale this must be a 
significant proportion of such designated woodland.

They raise concern regarding the scale of the woodland restoration where the route 
of the pipe cuts through existing copses and woods, and they strongly object to a 
uniform, parallel over-wide easement which will not be replanted.  This will have a 
marked effect on the landscape character and show the route of the pipeline for 
many years to come.  They also expect a planning condition to insist that any trees 
or shrubs planted should be of species native to the landscape character of the 
area and be of local provenance.  For this same reason they seek to ensure that the 
restoration after-care time period is increased from 5 years, as proposed, to 10 
years.  Additionally they consider that the company should lodge a bond that would 
be held for up to 10-15 years after the commissioning of the scheme in order to 
ensure that all restoration work has been successfully undertaken.

With regards to the proposed Water Treatment Works they have no specific 
concerns about the siting or design of this major works.  However, the site for the 
contractor’s operational base for the construction of the treatment works is sensitive 
and contains, while not of major national significance, an example of a wet hollow 
and old field patterns which are getting scarcer in the landscape of Allerdale.

Finally, the Ramblers comment that such a large scheme offers little by way of 
planning gain, and they suggest the creation of a new definitive public right of way 
as one possible gain.

Open Spaces Society



Object to the planning application, however, consider that through the use of 
appropriate conditions their objections could be fully met.  They advise that it is their 
strong view that the need for the pipeline has been established and the net gains 
from future landscape and amenity improvements at Ennerdale and Crummock 
lakes along with the demolition of the various treatment works, especially Corn 
How, far outweigh the impact of this scheme in both long-term landscape impacts 
and short-term disturbances that will affect the general public.

The Society notes that the pipeline and proposed works have no direct effect on 
village greens, common land or other public access land, although there would be 
permanent changes to the character of the landscape through which they pass. 
Furthermore, during the construction period the works will have a significant impact 
on the availability and amenity of users of a significant number of public rights of 
way. The Open Spaces Society seeks to address these concerns.

They consider that a planning condition should be imposed to prevent the closure of 
any public rights of ways by a maximum of 1 month.  They also consider that a 
condition is required to ensure all restoration to field boundaries should reflect the 
character of the existing field boundary, and restoration of the pipeline route should 
be within 6 months of the final commissioning of the pipeline and associated works.  
Where the route cuts through existing copses and woods replacement planting 
should be native shrub species to make the planting edge less regimented.  
Particular areas of concern are Messenger Mire Wood and Isel Park Wood in the 
Lake District National Park.  They also consider that the restoration after-care time 
period should be increased from 5 years (as proposed) to 10 years.

Cumbria Geo Conservation

Comment that it would be useful for future planning purposes if an updated list 
and/or map of the geological sites now likely to be impacted by the amended 
pipeline construction could be made available.  

They note that the pipeline will pass close to the Local Geological Site (LGS) at 
Mockerkin Tarn. The pipeline will be separated from the Tarn by the road which 
they hope is enough to override the restrictions required of a 40m corridor.  

They also have concerns about plans for Moota Quarry and hope that access is not 
blocked to the former working faces of the old quarry which constitutes the LGS at 
Moota Quarry.

Cumbria Local Access Forum

They strongly recommend that in considering this application the Planning Authority 
impose a duty on the applicant to consider the potential disruption to the Public 
Rights of Way network during the course of the intended works.

They recommend that closures of any PROW are kept to the shortest time possible 
to allow the least possible disruption for all users.  They also recommend that any 
affected PROW are reinstated at least to the standard they were before 



commencement of any works, and preferably improved so that the user can derive 
greater enjoyment from their use.

Woodland Trust

They consider that planning conditions should also be required regarding the 
reinstatement of hedging in the first available planting season and an appropriate 
bond held for 7 years to ensure that it has appropriately and effectively carried out.  
Conditions are also required to ensure that all temporary associated works with the 
construction of the pipeline be removed and the sites restored within 6 months of 
the final commissioning of the pipeline and associated works.

The Woodland Trust strongly objects to the planning application and proposed 
development on the basis of damage and loss to an area of ancient woodland and 
four veteran trees.

The Woodland Trust notes that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
paragraph 118, states that ‘’planning permission should be refused for development 
resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient 
woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, 
unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly 
outweigh the loss. 

Natural England’s standing advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran Trees (2014), 
paragraph 4.8.1 states that ‘Ancient woodland is of prime ecological and landscape 
importance, providing a vital part of a rich and diverse countryside.’  In addition, 
Keepers of Time, a statement of Policy for England’s Ancient and Native woodland 
jointly written by Defra and the Forestry Commission states that ‘’the existing area 
of ancient woodland should be maintained and there should be a net increase in the 
area of native woodland.’’

The local planning policy also supports the protection of ancient woodland and 
ancient and veteran trees

The Woodland Trust are concerned that Newbiggin Wood (grid ref : NY212410) 
which is an area of ancient semi-natural woodland will be adversely impacted by the 
pipeline which is proposed to pass straight through the wood

The Woodland Trust is concerned about the following:

- Direct destruction of ancient woodland habitat to accommodate the laying of 
the pipeline through Newbiggin Wood;

- Significant and irreversible disturbance of ancient woodland soil as a result of 
excavation of soil and entrenchment of the underground pipelines;

- Fragmentation as a result of the separation of adjacent semi-natural habitats, 
such as small wooded areas, hedgerows, individual trees and wetland 
habitats;



- Disturbance impacts in the form of dust, noise, and waste pollution occurring 
during the construction phases within the ancient woodland. Particularly 
concerned about adverse impacts on wildlife associated with ancient 
woodland and veteran trees, such as red squirrels, bats and saproxylic 
invertebrates;

- There can be changes to the hydrology with ground water and surface water 
quantities being altered as a result of changes in the soil conditions.

The Woodland Trust is also concerned that the proposed route alignment will have 
a severe impact on four veteran trees. Veteran trees are the ancient trees of the 
future. A veteran tree is usually in the second or mature stage of its life.  

Although ancient and veteran trees are rather abundant in the Lake District, there 
are significantly less specimens in Allerdale. Therefore it is essential that no trees 
displaying ancient/veteran characteristics are lost as part of the development.

Avoidance options should be much further explored for the proposed scheme. Why 
is a revision of the pipelines route around Newbiggin not feasible, particularly 
considering the small size of this woodland? If routeing the pipeline around the 
ancient woodland is not possible, bored tunnelling under the wood should be fully 
considered.

The Trust considers that the new planting of trees cannot be considered as 
mitigation for the loss of irreplaceable ancient woodland or veteran trees.

                     
Neighbour consultation letters have also been sent out, and the application has 
been advertised in the local press and on site.

5 letters of objection, plus 2 letters raising questions about details of the scheme 
have been submitted. The issues raised are as follows :

- The proposals will place West Cumbria dependent on one source of water 
(Thirlmere) this creates an unnecessary strategic risk;

- The alleged threat to the freshwater mussels in the River Ehen is theoretical and 
United Utilities should first challenge the EU directive they claim leads to a halting 
of abstraction from Ennerdale;

- Objectors consider that from Natural England’s comments on the application, it 
is clear that the proposal will not benefit the River Ehen and not save the fresh 
water mussel colony from destruction or severe damage. Natural England hope 
that possible future changes will be of benefit, but no evidence has been 
presented to justify their hope. The only known fact is that the current, 
managed conditions in the River Ehen support Britain’s largest colony of fresh 
water mussels, better than in any unmanaged river. The only rational 
expectation is that a change to unmanaged flow will make the River Ehen more 
like other rivers with natural flow and harm the mussels, not benefit them. The 
pipeline project is therefore unjustified and the associated risk to Cumbria’s 



water supply from over-dependence on a single source should not be 
permitted.

- There are concerns regarding United Utilities plans for Quarry Hill Water 
Treatment Works once the new pipeline is operational in 2021. United Utilities 
has confirmed that ‘Decommissioning of QHWTW would involve removal of 
plant and machinery’, but there is no mention whether buildings or land would 
be retained and if there will be a change of use or ownership. Therefore 
homeowners / neighbours will be left in a state of uncertainty, knowing that the 
site will be made redundant in 4-5 years’ time, with inevitable changes, but not 
knowing what these changes will be.

- United Utilities state that ‘Further details regarding the removal of structures 
and landscaping at the decommissioned sites would be made available to 
satisfy any planning condition requirements.’ However, objectors question how 
United Utilities can satisfy any planning condition requirements if no details are 
included in the planning application. Objectors believe that the future plans for 
QHWTW must be included in the main Planning Application as it is immediately 
adjacent to a row of owner/occupied houses and is therefore in a residential 
area.

- Concerns are also raised that Cockermouth Sewage Treatment Works 
discharge pipe was badly damaged in the 2009 floods and the inspection 
chamber on the north side of the river was washed away and United Utilities 
has not repaired the damage some 5 years on. If all other organisations (such 
as Connect Roads; Cumbria County Council; Environment Agency etc.) do the 
same i.e. nothing, then the proposed pipeline so close to the river will put at 
risk another large chunk of land. Bearing in mind that some 50 metres of land 
has already been lost since 2005, we do not need another engineering 
disaster, such as that of the Papcastle Bypass Bridge which restricts the flood 
plain. The 9 metre shaft should be moved further away from the river so that 
this erosion does not happen again.

- During the construction works there may be adverse impacts to Bridekirk. This 
could be mitigated by the construction of a segregated cycle/walking route 
within the northern road-side verge that lies alongside the 750 metre stretch of 
the A595 between the minor road junctions leading to Bridekirk and Redmain. 
A segregated cycling / walking route would be very well used. There are very 
wide verges on this short section of the A595 with plenty of room to construct a 
cycle / walking path completely separate from the roadway.  

Principles of Environmental Mitigation

The West Cumbria Water Supplies Scheme has been through a rigorous and 
ongoing programme of optioneering, scheme selection and detailed design, taking 
account of technical, environmental, community and economic factors. While the 
proposed scheme has been optimised from an environmental and community 
perspective, taking account of engineering and economic constraints, the planning 
application boundary is unavoidably located within sensitive locations including 



designated areas, such as within the boundary of the candidate Lake District World 
Heritage Site, a United Nations designation, and many of the watercourses and 
river catchments are European designated habitats.

Overall, it is important to note that the development of the mitigation strategy for the 
proposed scheme has evolved in consultation with both statutory and non-statutory 
stakeholders, and the adoption of good practice design and construction techniques 
which United Utilities and its contractors applies to all of its infrastructure projects.
To address the adverse effects, the ES examines an extensive variety of carefully 
considered mitigation measures and controls in each topic area which aim to avoid, 
reduce or offset the significant environmental effects of the scheme.  
An over-arching Construction Code of Practice would provide the framework for the 
delivery and monitoring of mitigation proposals and environmental controls during 
the course of the construction contract and into the commissioning and operational 
phases of the scheme.  To support the decision-making process an Environmental 
Masterplan has been developed to illustrate on large scale drawings the nature and 
scope of key mitigation proposals along the route corridor and at the locations of 
permanent assets such as the Bridge End Connection and the WTW.

Planning Assessment

1) Landscape and Visual

As the proposed pipeline and associated infrastructure involves 3 Local Planning 
Authority areas (The Lake District National Park Authority, Allerdale Borough 
Council and Copeland Borough Council), a separate planning application has been 
submitted to each authority, and United Utilities and the Local Planning Authorities 
have entered into a Planning Performance Agreement (PPA).  

Allerdale has commissioned a peer review by a Landscape Architect, to represent 
them on landscape issues and produce an independent assessment of the 
submitted EIA evidence relating to landscape.

The Environmental Statement included a Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (LVIA).  This has been prepared in accordance with current 
recommended guidelines (the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment Third Edition (GLVIA3) published by the Landscape Institute and the 
Institute of Environmental Assessment in 2013) and the methodology used for the 
assessment has been carried out by competent and experienced landscape 
professionals. 

The LVIA determines landscape effects by combining values relating to the 
sensitivity of the landscape receptor (High – Low) with the nature of the effect 
(Permanent – Short term) and the magnitude of change (Major – Negligible) to 
determine the significance of effect (Very Large – Slight Adverse through Neutral to 
Slight – Very Large Positive).  Similarly the visual effects are determined by 
combining values relating to the sensitivity of the visual receptor with the nature of 
the effect and magnitude of change to determine the significance of the effect.



An LVIA reaches judgements in the final assessment when combining the various 
components of the process (sensitivity of baseline landscape, sensitivity of 
receptor, magnitude of change) to arrive at the significance of effect.  

Besides the pipeline, within Allerdale the scheme also involves: Water Treatment 
Works near Hags Wood, Bridekirk; Service Reservoir at Moota Hill; and Pumping 
Station at Harrot Hill. These elements of the scheme are permanent features for the 
duration of the operational phase of the project.  In addition, there are temporary 
constructed elements which effects also need to be considered. These include 
temporary construction compounds; crushed stone surfaced access routes and lay-
down areas; construction materials; plant; car parking and site cabins.
Clearly the clearance of the proposed 40m wide “open cuts” linear strip across the 
landscape has the potential for major adverse landscape and visual effects during 
the construction period.  The scale of these effects will be determined by the 
character and sensitivity of the receiving landscape and the number and type of 
visual receptor.  In the operational phase the longer term effects will be determined 
by the mitigation measures and the nature of the reinstatement works.
  
Reinstatement is generally on the basis of restoring the landscape to its former 
state as far as possible. In the case of improved grassland this is easily achieved 
by re-seeding with an appropriate seed mix.  Hedges, shrubs and trees can be re-
planted through there will be issues with maturity and biodiversity. In woodland the 
requirement to retain a clear area over the pipeline may result in residual effects.  
Drawing No. B2707061/S6/01 details the typical layout of reinstatement through 
woodland.  Over a twin trench a 9m wide strip must be clear of planting then 
another 3m either side of just shrub/scrub planting then 8m either side of woodland 
edge species.

New Water Treatment Works (WTW) near Hag Wood, Williamsgate (Bridekirk)

A Proposed Water Treatment Works would be constructed north west of the A595, 
approximately 1 km north east of Bridekirk and adjacent to Hags Wood. The 
proposed water treatment works comprises of a range of buildings plant and 
structures within an enclosed compound..  The proposed water treatment works 
was the subject of a site options appraisal exercise prior to design, and the original 
preferred option for a site closer to Bridekirk adjacent to Pinggy Wood was dropped 
in favour of the current site. Although the original site met the required engineering 
criteria concerns were raised by the local planning authority regarding landscape 
and visual impact as the site was in an elevated exposed position.  Further 
assessment led to the selection of the proposed site and the design has evolved 
through an appraisal process which considered options from a landscape, 
architectural and technical perspective.

The proposed development site comprises five linked open grassland fields, which 
are currently grazed with a total area of approximately 27.3 hectares. The proposed 
80 ML/day capacity WTW includes both water treatment process and ancillary 
buildings, together with items of plant and machinery and below-ground level 
structures. Much of the plant and machinery would be housed within a large green 
roofed contemporary style building up to 13.8m in height. A new access would be 



provided for construction and operation vehicles serving the site from the A595.
 
The design principles for the building accounted for the need to reduce the visibility 
of the site from the surrounding area including the National Park and the siting and 
layout were dictated by the fixed inlet and outlet plus the processing operational 
procedure of the operational plant. It also evaluated the existing surrounding 
contours and landscaping which was to be enhanced through earthworks and a 
detailed landscaping to assist in enhancing and screening the development. Its 
contemporary design includes the use of slate coloured zinc, timber cladding, 
render and gabion baskets.
 
The northern and western boundaries are existing field boundaries defined by 
fence, hedgerow and stone walls. Hags Wood is adjacent to the western boundary. 
The north east boundary is demarcated in part by a stone wall adjacent to a minor 
road. The eastern boundary continues adjacent to a highway layby, with a hedge 
along the majority of the site frontage adjacent to the A595. The area surrounding 
the site is predominantly agricultural.

There are open views of the site from nearby properties at Williamsgate. The site is 
also adjacent to the Lake District National Park (LDNP), the boundary of which is 
formed by the A595. The importance of the landscape surrounding the site 
(including the LDNP) is a major consideration and there are a number of local 
Landscape Character Areas.  

The importance of the landscape surrounding the site has been a major 
consideration in the design of the WTW and measures to minimise impacts on 
landscape character have been incorporated. 

This would treat raw water from Thirlmere for use as drinking water for onward 
supply into West Cumbria. The main buildings within this facility would be covered 
by a vegetated ‘green roof’ to improve its integration into the landscape. The area 
of land required for the Water Treatment Works would be 27 ha.

The design has included locating the building within the site to maximise screening 
offered by landform. It has been sensitively sited in relation to the existing 
topography, and the buildings have been sited as far from residential receptors as 
possible. The scale and massing has also been reduced by designing a greater 
number of smaller buildings using sympathetic construction materials, and creating 
effective screening by planting significant blocks of native woodland species and 
maximising the retention of existing vegetation. Natural and local materials are 
proposed which are appropriate to the setting and function of the development.  

This includes limiting the height of the development as far as practicable and using 
a ‘green roof’ design to integrate the new structures within the surrounding 
undulating landscape and reduce visibility of the development from the surrounding 
area and particularly from the Lake District National Park. This minimises the visual 
impact and also has the potential to promote biodiversity and slow or intercept 
rainwater run-off. 



The A595 runs along a natural ridge line, and the proposed WTW is effectively 
screened from view from much of the National Park by this ridge, however, views 
may be possible into the southern corner of the site due to the higher landform 
close to Hags Wood. The proposals place the works to the south and south-west of 
the site, cutting into the higher ground where the land rises towards Hags Wood. 
This strategy of cutting into the hillside brings the double advantage of concealing 
the works from the west and south-west aspects, while generating a greater volume 
of fill material for the creation of landscaped mounds to the north, south and east. It 
is a strategy that would minimise the overall visual effects associated with the 
proposed treatment works. 

The filter buildings, chemical buildings and the Motor Control Centre are combined 
under the large green roof. The Control Building and workshops are located at 
either side of the entrance to the site in an ‘L’ formation. This screens the 
flocculation chambers, turbine and inlet chambers, much of which lay below 
ground, but have some visual presence, including kiosks at ground level. The ‘L’ 
formation of the Control Building and Workshops forms two sides of a courtyard, 
typical of traditional settlements, and although the buildings are contemporary in 
style they are designed in a palette of materials sympathetic to the location. A 
gabion wall, filled with stone excavated from the site, is proposed for the outward 
facing elevations. The proposed zinc finish of the roof is traditional slate in colour 
and wraps down to meet the gabion wall. The proposed materials for the elevations 
facing into the courtyard are a mixture of render finish and timber boarding on the 
Control Building. The finishes for the workshops are timber with translucent 
polycarbonate panels over the doors to provide natural light.

A further consideration for the site layout was the final levels of the contact tank and 
service reservoir relative to the existing ground levels. It was established that to 
limit the potential visual effect of these the tanks would need to be set into the 
hillside as far as possible. Therefore these are located at the bottom, lower end of 
the site to allow the large underground tanks to occupy the lower part of the site 
which will also be screened by other buildings and would be dug into the ground. 
This strategy also allows a significant area for establishing new woodland planting 
between the works and the A595 at the top end of the site.

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Very Large Adverse’ in the 
construction phase, ‘Large Adverse’ in the operational stage, with ‘Slight Adverse’ 
residual effects.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Very Large to Slight 
Adverse’ at the construction phase, with the majority of visual receptors 
experiencing ‘Large Adverse or Neutral’ effects in the operational year and ‘Slight 
Adverse or Neutral’ in the future operational phase.

 Pipeline (Network Main) – Proposed Treatment Works to Quarry Hill

During the construction phase there would be loss of vegetation and general 
disruption due to traffic and works in this sensitive landscape. There would be some 
loss of ancient woodland at Newbiggin Wood south-west of Quarry Hill. However, 



post construction (2 years+) mitigation becomes effective and effects will be 
significantly reduced.

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Large or Moderate Adverse’ in the 
construction phase, ‘Moderate or Slight Adverse’ in the operational stage, with 
‘Slight Adverse or Neutral’ residual effects.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Very Large Adverse to 
Slight Adverse’ at the construction phase, with the majority of visual receptors 
experiencing effects at the lower end of the range.  Effects in the operational stage 
range between ‘Moderate Adverse and Neutral’ residual effects in future years.

Moota Hill Service Reservoir

A new Service Reservoir with valve house and a new permanent access road 
would be constructed at Moota Hill, approximately 6 km north east of Cockermouth. 
Approximately 4.8 ha of land would be needed for the reservoir, with one third of 
the reservoir set into the landscape. A new Service Reservoir is required on the 
section of pipeline between the proposed WTW at Williamsgate and existing Quarry 
Hill WTW to ensure sufficient water is available during emergency situations such 
as plant failure.  Service reservoirs are buried concrete structures that store water 
at the head of the distribution network.  The top and bottom water levels in the 
reservoir are dictated by the need to gravitate water into supply.

The proposed development site comprises two linked agricultural fields with a total 
area of approximately 4.8 hectares.  The site is greenfield and is bounded to the 
south east by the A595, beyond this is the Lake District National Park.  Hedgerow 
forms the boundaries with the A595 and the local road which itself forms the south 
western boundary.  The area surrounding the site is predominantly agricultural.

Moota Hill Service Reservoir would comprise a predominantly below ground 
development incorporated into the rolling landscape.  In order to minimise the 
impact on the landscape the structure would be largely buried into the hillside with 
re-profiling around it such that only the valve house is exposed. By using existing 
ground profiles tied in with new ground modelling the buried reservoir can blend in 
with existing contours and existing woodland can be enhanced with new planting.  
The design of the external walls and wing walls to the valve house would use local 
stone laid in a vernacular style appropriate to the local architecture. It is considered 
that the change to existing landscape character is limited.

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Large Adverse’ in the construction 
phase, ‘Moderate Adverse’ in the operational stage, with ‘Slight Adverse’ in future 
years.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Large Adverse to 
Moderate Adverse’ at the construction phase, ‘Moderate Adverse to Slight Adverse’ 
in the operational stage and ‘Slight Adverse to Neutral’ residual effects.



Pipeline (Network Main) – Proposed Treatment Works to Harrot Hill

.During the construction phase there would be loss of vegetation and general 
disruption due to traffic and works.  Post construction (2 years+) mitigation 
becomes effective and effects will be significantly reduced.

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Large or Moderate Adverse’ in the 
construction phase, ‘Moderate or Slight Adverse’ in the operational stage, with 
‘Slight Adverse or Neutral’ residual effects.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Very Large Adverse to 
Slight Adverse’ at the construction phase, with the majority of visual receptors 
experiencing effects at the lower end of the range.  Effects in the operational stage 
range between ‘Moderate Adverse and Neutral’ residual effects in future years.

New Pumping Station at Harrot Hill

A new Pumping Station would be located at Harrot Hill approximately 0.5 km west 
of Cockermouth with access via the A66 and Eller beck Brow. This would require 
approximately 0.6 ha of land, and would include a main pump building and adjacent 
generator room, a transformer compound, kiosks and a new permanent access 
road. Harrot Hill Pumping Station would pump drinking water through the Network 
Mains to locations in West Cumbria. The proposed development site is within the 
south western corner of a large field with a proposed development area of 
approximately 0.65 hectares. A new Pumping Station, comprising a control building, 
electricity substation, new permanent access, landscaping and stock proof fencing.
The site is greenfield and is located 0.4 km west of Cockermouth.  The site is 
bounded by a local road and hedgerow trees to the west.  The remaining three 
boundaries abut open fields. Papcastle is located to the north and has views 
towards the site.  Cockermouth has some views partially filtered to the site.

The pumping station is located at the optimum elevation to transfer flows further 
west into the network via the proposed Service Reservoir at High Leys in Copeland.  
The scale of the pumping station and its layout are dictated by the equipment 
operationally needed to transfer the required volume of flow. The siting of the 
building on the route of the pipeline is restricted for technical reasons. 

The proposed pumping station introduces a large single building 39m x 20.5m x 
11.08m (the maximum height of the taller of two parallel ridges) finished in slate 
roof and stone walls dug into the hillside to into a rural area and could interrupt the 
field pattern.  A landscape scheme to minimise effects includes perimeter planting 
of trees and shrubs and strengthening existing hedges. The key design features 
that have been incorporated into the development to mitigate visual impact include: 
 The use of  appropriate materials to match the local vernacular
 The inclusion of a double ridge to the roof line
 The cutting in to the hillside to reduce the overall building height
 Incorporation of enhanced security to the building to remove the need for 

palisade fencing
 Enhanced landscaping to the boundary with the Eller beck Brow and the 



commitment to enhanced management of the existing field boundaries
 The provision of a turning head within the site to avoid the need for an internal 

access road around the entire site.

Officers acknowledge that the site does occupy an elevated and exposed location 
on the hillside but a technical essential need has been demonstrated by the 
developer and subject to the application of the above mitigation measures it is 
considered the landscape and visual impact of the building can be reduced. 

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Moderate Adverse’ in the construction 
phase, ‘Moderate Adverse’ in the operational stage, with ‘Slight Adverse’ future 
residual effects.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Moderate Adverse to 
Slight Adverse’ at the construction phase, the same in the operational year but with 
the emphasis shifting from ‘Moderate Adverse to Slight Adverse’, and ‘Slight 
Adverse or Neutral’ residual effects in future years.

Pipeline (Network Main) – Proposed Harrot Hill Pumping Station to Ullock

During the construction phase there would be loss of vegetation and general 
disruption due to traffic and works. Post construction (2 years+) mitigation becomes 
effective and effects will be significantly reduced.

The LVIA assesses the landscape effects as ‘Large’ or ‘Moderate Adverse’ in the 
construction phase, ‘Moderate or Slight Adverse’ in the operational stage, with 
‘Slight Adverse or Neutral’ residual effects.

The LVIA assesses the visual effects within the range of ‘Very Large Adverse to 
Slight Adverse’ at the construction phase, with the majority of visual receptors 
experiencing effects at the lower end of the range.  Effects in the operational stage 
range between ‘Moderate Adverse and Neutral’ and ‘Slight Adverse to Neutral’ 
residual effects in future years with the vast majority as ‘Neutral’.

Conclusion regarding the landscape and visual effects

Clearly there will be large differences between the visual and landscape effects 
during construction and those when mitigation measures have had time to mature, 
and it is considered that these differences have been well represented in the LVIA. 
 
The major components of the project are the new raw water aqueduct and network 
mains and the various sites for constructing new infrastructure.  In all cases it is the 
temporary effects during the construction phase which are the greatest cause for 
concern and to a lesser extent the operational year until mitigation is established.  
In some locations the value placed on visual effects is at the highest level at ‘Very 
Large Adverse’ in the construction phase but it must be noted that at these same 
locations in all cases these values diminish to ‘Slight Adverse to Neutral’ in the 
future years operational stage.



The above ground facilities have been sited and designed to minimise the impact 
on land resources and visual amenity, and the pipeline would be located 
underground therefore following the reinstatement and establishment of the 
proposed planting it would be largely hidden from view. It would take a number of 
years for the hedgerows, trees and vegetation to establish, however, by year 15 
after construction the impacts would have reduced to a point where they are barely 
noticeable. The landscape would be largely returned to normal within five years and 
after 15 years would have completely re-established.

The landscape architect commissioned by Allerdale confirms that he has examined 
the value judgements in the LVIA in detail and is confident that in all cases the 
significance of effects has not been underestimated and that they are a fair and true 
representation of the likely effects.  He notes that this is a major construction 
project in a sensitive landscape, however, it is a well-designed scheme that takes 
opportunities where possible to minimise the landscape and visual impacts of the 
construction by good design and mitigation.

It is recognised that the nature of the Proposed Scheme, being a major 
infrastructure project in a rural landscape, would have some adverse effects upon 
landscape character but the proposals have been developed to minimise these 
through siting, design and mitigation. With the inclusion of these measures, the 
Proposed Scheme is in accordance with paragraphs 17, 58 and 109 of the NPPF 
regarding design and landscape, and policies S2, S32, and S33 of the Local plan 
which seek to minimise visual impact and impacts on the rural landscape.

2) Ecology, Trees and Nature Conservation

The key risks for ecology from the project are:

- Impacts from construction on freshwater Special Area of Conservation 
designated sites – the River Derwent and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC and the 
River Ehen SAC.

 
- Impacts from construction on non-designated habitats – the laying of the 

pipeline will result in habitat loss and disturbance over a considerable area of 
habitats outside of designated sites. 

These risks are addressed in the Environmental Statement, which includes 
mitigation and compensation proposals to minimise the impact of the risks. The 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) rivers have also had a Habitat Regulations 
Assessment (‘HRA’) undertaken to consider the impacts on the biodiversity features 
of the rivers, and assess whether these impacts will be insignificant.  Planning 
authorities are ‘competent authorities’ for the protection of SACs, and therefore 
have a statutory duty to sign off the HRA as concluding no likely significant effect 
on the integrity of the SAC and its notified biodiversity features arise from the 
proposals.

The assessment of the ecological impacts of the project, recommended mitigation 
to ameliorate these. 



This included impacts across habitats and species, and their significance from 
international to local scale, including areas designated as EU Special Areas of 
Conservation (‘SAC) and areas designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
(‘SSSIs’), and non-designated County Wildlife Sites.

The assessment is adequate; it follows the standard CIEEM (Chartered Institute of 
Ecological and Environmental Management) EIA guidance for assessing impacts 
on ecological receptors. 

Dialogue during the iterative pre-application stage has helped to ensure that 
significant ecological impacts have been avoided through design mitigation 
including detailed route alignment changes which has led to a major reduction in 
the overall impact of the proposals. 

During the application process the statutory ecological stakeholders, Natural 
England and the Environment Agency, worked with Allerdale and the neighbouring 
authorities Allerdale and the council’s commissioned ecology consultant to address 
the key outstanding ecological impacts and risks, as outlined below.

Special Areas of Conservation (SACs).

SACs are sites of European importance and are the best wildlife sites in the UK. 
The proposals run close to and frequently cross the River Derwent and 
Bassenthwaite Lake SAC and River Ehen SAC, and the related SSSIs. The linear 
nature of the c100km pipeline and the nature of the works required to construct it 
means that the development is potentially damaging to the two SACs. This is the 
major ecological risk from the project and it is essential that Allerdale is satisfied 
that the proposals will not cause any significant impacts to them.

All developments and projects in or affecting SACs require a Habitat Regulations 
Assessment (‘HRA’) of the likely impact of them on the SAC and its notified 
features.
In accordance with statutory requirements for SACs and national planning guidance 
the planning authorities are advised to only provide planning consent when they are 
sure that the HRA for the two SAC rivers can conclude there will be no likely 
significant effects on the SACs from the proposals for the project. 

The Environmental Statement and HRAs conclude, assuming that all suggested 
mitigation and monitoring measures are put in place, that there will be no significant 
effects, either alone or in combination, on the Conservation Objectives or the 
qualifying features of either the River Ehen SAC, or the River Derwent and 
Bassenthwaite Lake SAC, and thus no significant effect on the site integrity of 
either site.

The joint consultation response by the councils Ecological consultant , Natural 
England and the Environment Agency advises that the proposal will not result in an 
adverse effect on the site integrity of the River Derwent and Bassenthwaite Lake 
SAC and River Ehen SAC subject to:



- Detailed designs and method statement sign-off;
- Commitment by the applicant that the detailed revisions relating to the river 

SACs are incorporated in to the detailed design, construction and 
reinstatement stages of the project. In particular, agreed changes to the 
Construction Codes of Practice are to be incorporated;

- The appointment of Ecological Clerk of Work;
- Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) advice;
- Identification of sensitive areas to ensure that the high sensitivity of the SAC 

catchments is recognised;
- Scheduling of consultation times for post consent approvals;
- SSSI assent will be required for the tunnelling operations on the River Greta 

and the River Derwent.  This will require the production of separate Habitat 
Regulation Assessments (HRA’s) to support these applications.

All of the above have been agreed by United Utilities and a commitment will be 
provided from them through planning conditions or legal obligation.

Impacts from construction on non-designated habitat

In summary, the habitat impacts will be:

(i) Woodland and trees

Losses of woodland, along with hedgerow trees are the most significant wider 
countryside habitat impacts. The design process led to the avoidance of 
considerably more woodland loss, through careful siting and adjustment of the 
route. This design mitigation has substantially reduced the overall woodland loss 
and disturbance. 

Along the application route there will be permanent loss of one area of ancient 
semi-natural woodland (ASNW). This is in Allerdale district. The unavoidable 
routing of the pipeline through Newberg Wood, close to Quarry Hill WTW will lead 
to a loss of 0.199 hectares, or 5.6% of the 3.53 ha woodland block. This is correctly 
assessed in the ES as being a permanent, low magnitude loss of Ancient Semi-
Natural Woodland (ASNW). Such woodland is considered to be an irreplaceable 
habitat; therefore any habitat removal should be considered a permanent loss.
For Allerdale district the total potential losses will be:

- Woodland - 7.218 ha
- Trees - 156 trees

This would include impact on a small number of preserved trees and veteran trees, 
plus a limited area of Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. 
The loss of trees is one of the more significant impacts of the scheme, but the 
applicant has recognised this and proposes a scheme of compensatory planting.

(ii) Hedgerows 



The route will pass through many hedgerows. To reduce the impacts the route has 
been designed not to run along existing hedgerows, and for the construction 
corridor to be limited to 10 metres. The required working width of the pipeline during 
construction is generally 40m.  However, it has been possible to reduce the working 
width over short distances to 10m where environmental constraints are 
encountered such as at hedgerow or watercourse crossings. The hedgerows 
impacted are variable in quality, with some being species rich and important parts 
of the local woodland habitat network. The limit on the construction corridor at 
hedgerow crossings will help to minimise the impacts on the woodland network. 
The hedgerows are also an important landscape feature in both districts.
For Allerdale district the total potential losses will be:

- Hedgerow - 6852 m
The applicant proposes a scheme of compensatory planting.

(iii) Wet grassland 

Wet grassland habitat will be impacted by the construction process, particularly 
where open trenching is used, which is the main construction method.  However, 
the proposals for effective storing of the turves and seed bank coupled with 
effective reinstatement should mean the impact on this habitat will be temporary 
and of medium term duration. Effective reinstatement should lead to the recovery of 
habitat from construction disturbance in the long term.

The reinstatement proposals for wet grassland, and the other non-woodland 
habitats are considered adequate following various revisions to construction 
methodology details.

(iv) Wider countryside habitat compensation

The applicant has proposed a detailed compensation package. This package 
should be made a requirement of the consent to ensure it is delivered. The 
mechanisms for this compensation will be through tree and hedgerow planting 
within the application area; plus a woodland creation project in the Ennerdale 
valley; and via a Tree Fund per district for woodland, tree and hedgerow creation. 
In outline the proposals are:

For Allerdale district the total compensation will be: 
- Woodland creation - 22.82 ha
- Tree replacement - 596 trees
- Hedgerow creation - 8114 m

(This is in addition to the woodland creation project in the Ennerdale valley.) 

The applicant has proposed the appointment of a ‘Management Partner’ for the 
Tree Fund for each district. Their role will include advice and support to local 
communities to enable suitable planting proposals to be brought forward for funding 
through the Tree Fund. In addition the applicant has agreed to fund reasonable 
administration costs for the delivery of the Tree Fund schemes.



It is recommended that the matters for woodland and non-woodland habitat 
restoration and compensation, which have been agreed with the applicant, are be 
covered in the consent through S106 obligations:

Locally important species 

The assessment of impacts on species of local significance and are important 
species within the biodiversity of Allerdale identified:  

- Great crested newt – no significant impacts. 
- Otter – no significant impacts. 
- Red squirrels - no significant impacts. 

(The maximum loss of hedgerow, which will be a medium term impact as they will 
be replanted, will be 10 metres. This short gap in hedgerows is unlikely to 
significantly impact on the use by red squirrels of local hedgerows as part of the 
habitat network they rely on. Effective restoration of woodland and hedgerow 
habitats will be important to ensure there are no long-term impacts to the local red 
squirrel population. This will particularly address habitat loss and fragmentation 
impacts.) 

In addition, works are also recommended to be undertaken outside of key 
migrating, breeding and/or hibernation seasons (e.g. for red squirrels, birds, bats 
and salmonid fish) and not during the night time near sensitive habitats and species 
(e.g. for bats, otters and salmonid fish).  Wherever practicable, all habitats would be 
restored to pre-construction conditions with elements of enhancement included 
(e.g. for birds, bats, red squirrels and reptiles).  These issues can be dealt with by 
conditions on any planning approval. 

3) Archaeology and Heritage

Extensive pre-application discussions between the applicant’s consultants and the 
Historic Environment Officer at Cumbria County Council has resulted in the 
avoidance of impact to any archaeological assets of highest significance and the 
formulation of mitigation measures for the archaeological assets of lesser 
significance that will be affected.

Construction activities associated with the project would potentially impact on 
known buried archaeological remains and historic landscape types. This would 
include elements integral to the understanding of the asset.  The activities could 
also influence built heritage through adverse visual impact on the setting of listed 
buildings and also on the setting of archaeological remains from the temporary 
compounds and laydown areas.  Any impacts are mainly limited to the construction 
phase although the setting of heritage assets could be affected during the operation 
phase as a result of new elements of above-ground infrastructure.

Mitigation measures are outlined in the ES and Supplementary Environmental 



Information, and Cumbria County Council recommend that these are secured 
through conditions.  Therefore it is considered that the development accords with 
Policy S27 of the Local Plan (Part 1) and the NPPF which seeks to conserve and 
enhance the historic environment including all heritage assets and their settings in 
a manner appropriate to their intrinsic historic value and significance. 

   
4) Water Environment 

Regarding the water environment, Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that the 
planning system should ‘contribute to and enhance the natural and local 
environment by minimising impacts on biodiversity and preventing development 
from contributing to unacceptable water pollution’.  In addition, Policy S2 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan also seeks to protect water quality. 
  
Potential impacts of the development on the water environment are associated with 
the pipeline construction, construction and operation of the new water work 
treatment works, service reservoirs and any operational changes which may result 
in changes to water resources.   Mitigation measures have been proposed to help 
manage pollution risk and reduce the impacts of the construction of the Proposed 
Scheme on the water environment.  

The most significant potential impacts on the water environment from construction 
activities are close to watercourses or associated with river/stream crossings.  
Additional mitigation has been proposed including the selection of appropriate river 
crossing techniques and access methods based on river specific characteristics.  A 
land drainage strategy and water quality monitoring strategy have also been 
developed.

Cumbria County Council and the Environment Agency recommend conditional 
approval.  

5) Flood Risk

National policy regarding flood risk is set out in section 10 of the NPPF:  Meeting 
the Challenge of Climate Change, Flooding and Coastal Change.  Paragraph 94 
requires LPAs to adopt proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate 
change, taking full account of flood risk.  Paragraph 99 states that new 
development should be planned to avoid increased vulnerability to the impacts 
arising from climate change.

The NPPF set out the need for the application of the Sequential Test to steer new 
development to areas with the lowest probability of flooding and if necessary, the 
Exception Test for the development to be located in zones with a lower probability 
of flooding.  

The flood risk criteria are reflected in Policy S2 and S29. These policies also 
reaffirm the Sequential and Exceptions tests as set out in national policy. 

The majority of the Proposed Scheme, including the Water Treatment Works, 



Moota Hill Service Reservoir and Harrot Hill Pumping Station is located outside of 
Flood Zones 2 and 3. The spatial extent of the Network Water Mains means 
sections of Flood Zone 3 are crossed; however Table 3 ‘Flood risk vulnerability and 
flood zone ‘compatibility’’ of the Technical Guidance shows that water transmission 
infrastructure is an appropriate development in all flood zone categories, including 
Flood Zone 3.

The Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) provided as part of the ES has completed the 
Sequential Test and the Exception Test where required in Flood Zone 3 and these 
tests are considered to have been passed. 

Planning policy principles are addressed through the incorporation of mitigation 
measures. These include all sub-surface elements at the new WTW AND Service 
Reservoir site being ‘designed to prevent water ingress and to be able to withstand 
the hydraulic pressures associated with rising groundwater levels. Any increase in 
the volume of surface water runoff generated by the proposed WTW site would 
need to be attenuated on site and discharged at the greenfield runoff rate. Any 
above ground elements at the Harrot Hill PS site that could be vulnerable to water 
ingress, such as electrical equipment, would need to be raised above the level of 
possible flooding including an allowance for climate change.

With the mitigation measures described above the risk of flooding to the scheme 
during its operational period is considered to be low. In addition, the impact of the 
proposed scheme on flood risk elsewhere is not considered to result in any 
significant, adverse effects. The residual risks that remain are limited to the failure 
of individual assets and infrastructure but this risk is limited as they are subject to 
rigorous maintenance and inspection regimes.  

The ‘Lead Local Flood Authority’ (LLFA) is responsible for managing flood risk from 
local sources of flooding, including flooding from surface water, ground water and 
ordinary watercourses. The Environment Agency is alternatively responsible for 
managing the risk of flooding from the sea and main rivers, and also for regulating 
the safety of reservoirs. The Environment Agency is also responsible for increasing 
public awareness of flood risk, flood forecasting and warning and has a general 
supervisory duty for flood risk management.  

Pre-application discussions focused around 2 key issues in relation to flood risk 
management which were ordinary watercourse flood defence consent, construction, 
operational and decommissioning flood risk. It was agreed that there would be 
compliance with the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975 and the Land 
Drainage Act 1991, including a restriction upon the times that the watercourse can 
be worked upon (June to September). In addition, for ordinary watercourse flood 
defence consent applications that have been identified as having the presence of 
salmonids within the watercourse, then a restriction upon the times that the 
watercourse can be worked upon is restricted to a June to September window and 
this must be adhered to.

Due to the nature of ordinary watercourses being relatively small in nature in 
comparison to main rivers, it was recommended that these crossings are 



constructed using the dam, pump and reinstate method to limit and prevent the 
transportation of sediments, pollutants and construction waste into receptors 
downstream which may, or may not be, vulnerable. Plus further environmental 
protection measures are placed within the watercourse downstream of the works, 
e.g. Sedimat or straw bales to capture any remaining sediments, pollutants and 
construction waste. These shall be completed during periods of low water flow 
within the watercourse to further reduce the probability of sediments, pollutants and 
construction waste polluting the watercourse. Upon completion of the in 
watercourse works the watercourse is to be restored to its original condition.

During the construction phase of the project there is the potential for the proposed 
pipeline works to divert existing surface water flow paths towards nearby receptors 
that could be vulnerable to water ingress. This could lead to a high increase in 
surface water flood risk to other areas. Cumbria County Council, as the LLFA, 
recommends to prevent this the proposed pipeline work’s excavated materials 
should be stored so as not to alter existing surface water flowpaths. Where this is 
not possible, topsoil bunds would be constructed with regular spaces between 
heaps to prevent surface water backing up behind the structure and being re-
directed elsewhere which could increase flood risk.

Cumbria County Council has no objection to the proposed development during its 
construction phase as it is considered that the proposal does not affect flood risk on 
site, or downstream of the works.

Cumbria County Council also agrees with the residual risks associated with the 
operational phase of the development as stated within the Flood Risk chapter of the 
Environmental Statement, and that the mitigation measures stated, if successfully 
implemented, the risk of flooding during the operational phase is very low.

The proposed scheme is considered to be in accordance with NPPF and Local Plan 
policies. The Environment Agency and Lead Local Flood Authority (CCC) 
recommend conditional approval 

6) Soils, Geology and Hydrogeology 

The national objective at Paragraph 109 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) is that ‘the planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural 
and local environment by protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological 
conservation interests and soils, preventing both new and existing development 
from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from, or being adversely 
affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land 
instability and remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, 
contaminated and unstable land, where appropriate.”  This is reinforced by policies 
in the Allerdale Local Plan. 

The issues to be considered with regard to soils, geology and hydrogeology are the 



presence of potentially contaminated land, whether any changes to base flows in 
river streams would occur, protecting bedrock and secondary aquifers from 
groundwater pollution and avoiding buildings and infrastructure subsidence as a 
result of dewatering. 

Measures to reduce these potential impacts include managing groundwater 
drainage, avoiding impacts on protected and valued geological sites through routing 
the pipeline and associated infrastructure to avoid sensitive sites.  Any risks of 
encountering contaminated land can be addressed by further ground investigations 
reserved under planning conditions. 

The ES demonstrates that risks are mainly limited to the construction phase and 
mitigation can be covered by conditions on any planning approval. 
Cumbria County Council and Environmental Health recommend conditional 
approval, and t is considered that the implementation of the proposed mitigation 
measures would minimise impacts in accordance with the NPPF and Policies of the 
Allerdale Local Plan. 

7) Materials and Waste 

National policy relating to waste is contained in National Planning Policy for Waste 
(October 2014).  It highlights the need for sustainable development and resource 
efficiency by driving waste management up the waste hierarchy.  Paragraph 8 
requires the implementation of the waste hierarchy; that the development makes 
sufficient provision for waste management and that the handling of waste arising 
from the construction and operation of development maximises reuse/recovery 
opportunities.  Overall the need for off-site disposal should be minimised.

The Local Plan (Part 1) Policies S2 and DM12 adopt these criteria.

The Cumbria County Council Core Strategy (2009) includes Objective 2, which 
aims for effective waste minimisation measures to be adopted and managed at the 
highest achievable level within the waste hierarchy and the Waste Strategy, which 
states that by 2020: ‘waste will be managed near to where it is produced, as far as 
practicable bearing in mind Cumbria's relatively small and dispersed pattern of 
population’.

The production of unnecessary waste is inefficient from both a cost and 
sustainability perspective as it results in additional costs for its disposal whilst also 
depleting natural resources. Where waste is produced, re-use and recycling limits 
the need to obtain new materials and also provides a positive benefit in terms of 
reducing transportation impacts.

Early scheme designs involved route optimisation for the best overall solution which 
includes avoiding waterlogged and soft ground where possible and potential 
sources of ground contamination so that excavated soil materials would be more 
readily re-usable or recyclable. In addition materials use would be reduced by 
minimising pipeline lengths and optimising the length of gravity fed pipeline. 



During operation, there would be no significant change in materials use or waste 
generated during operation and maintenance.  

During the construction phase United Utilities has confirmed that they would 
optimise the re-use of excavated material on-site within the scheme.   Current 
predictions indicate this is approximately 82.5 % although this could be exceeded 
further.  Contractors would be required to develop a Site Waste Management Plan 
(SWMP) for construction contracts and engage with competent waste management 
and recycling sub-contractors to ensure that waste is managed in accordance with 
the waste hierarchy.  

Concerning the removal of surplus excavated material, this would be split on the 
basis of proximity of the pipeline section laydown / compound area to Moota Quarry 
(CEMEX) or Lillyhall Landfill.   

Cumbria County Council consider that it needs to be clarified what is intended to be 
done with the inert waste and there should be more clarity on the handling of 
cumulative impacts of other major projects that occur simultaneously e.g. there 
could be suitable inert wastes arising from these other projects that can be used for 
the pipeline project and vice versa. This would reduce the sourcing of inert wastes 
from elsewhere reducing the amount of inert waste that needs disposal from all the 
projects together.  This issue can be deal with by conditions on any planning 
approval.

Overall the positive measures to reduce the amount of materials used to construct 
pipes, the high level of re-use of excavated material and other waste minimisation 
and segregation measures are considered to make a significant contribution to 
reducing the resource implications of the project.  This is in line with the Waste 
Hierarchy, Local Plan policies S2 and DM12 and Objective 2 of the Cumbria County 
Council Core Strategy.

8) Public Access and Recreation

NPPF paragraphs 73 and 74 state the importance of high quality open spaces and 
opportunities for recreation in contributing to the health and well-being of 
communities and prohibit the loss of open space and recreational land. Paragraph 
75 seeks to protect and enhance public rights of way and access and states that 
local authorities should seek opportunities to provide better facilities for users.

Relevant from the Local Plan (Part 1) includes Policy S22 Transport Principles 

Also of relevance is the Cumbria Countryside Access Strategy 2014 to 2019 which 
provides the strategic framework for the management and improvement of 
countryside access and recreation in Cumbria (including the Lake District National 
Park).  

29 PRoWs within Allerdale, including NCN71 (Coast 2 Coast), would be directly or 
indirectly affected by the proposed development.  Where it is technically possible 
and safe to do so, wicket gates would be installed in the temporary working area 



demarcation fence line to allow the public continued access across the working 
width.  However, for the safety of the general public 17 PRoWs would need to be 
closed for a short duration at the time of the pipe laying in the vicinity of the PRoW.  
A formal diversion would be provided for NCN71. 

Access to High Dyke Equestrian Centre, Great Clifton Village Hall and Great Clifton 
Rugby League Pitch would be disrupted, but maintained during construction.
  
The majority of impacts on public access and recreation would be minor, and 
United Utilities has confirmed that detailed discussions would be held with PRoW 
officers, local cycling groups and the managers/owners of the facilities that are 
affected in order to discuss and agree the temporary closures and diversions.  
Whilst a scheme of this scale and complexity inevitably has some implications for 
the Rights of Way Network these are mainly limited to the construction period and 
are temporary in nature. This collaborative approach is considered to meet the 
objectives of the NPPF and Policy S2 of the Local Plan.

9) Socio Economics

The NPPF sets out twelve core land-use principles that should underpin decision 
taking and decision making; these include the principle that planning should 
“proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the 
homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that 
the country needs”.

Section 1 of the NPPF ‘Building a strong, competitive economy’ highlights that the 
Government is committed to securing economic growth in order to create jobs and 
prosperity, building on the country’s inherent strengths, and meeting the twin 
challenges of global competition and of a low carbon future.  NPPF Paragraph 19 
states that:

“The Government is committed to ensuring that the planning system does 
everything it can to support sustainable economic growth. Planning should operate 
to encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth. Therefore 
significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic growth 
through the planning system.”

Section 3 of the NPPF ‘Supporting a prosperous rural economy’ states that 
‘planning policies should support economic growth in rural areas in order to create 
jobs and prosperity by taking a positive approach to sustainable development’.  To 
promote a strong rural economy, planning should support sustainable growth and 
expansion of all types of rural business, promote the development of agriculture, 
support sustainable tourism and promote the retention of local services and 
community facilities.

The Local Plan’s Policy S2, S14 and S26 relate to this planning consideration.

Potential impacts that have been considered within the social and economic 
chapter of the ES include those on local employment (directly and indirectly), 



effects on tourism including the availability of visitor accommodation, maintaining 
access to community facilities and social infrastructure and disruption from 
severance.  A detailed numerical analysis of economic impacts is provided in the 
ES. 

It is envisaged that over the 7 year construction programme the development will 
generate on average 233 direct workers and 45 indirect workers. It considers the 
£280m cost of the project will result in a total £51.9m economic impact on the local 
area. It is also anticipated that the accommodation of workers would not likely have 
any significant impact on the level of tourism accommodation in the Borough

Mitigation would take the form of a commitment by UU not to close multiple roads 
used by a single community at the same time; At Bridekirk, mitigation would be in 
the form of a commitment not to undertake the road closure during school term 
time. (conditioned) 

It is considered that the applicant has engaged closely with local communities, 
landowners and businesses to minimise disruption as far as is practicable. 

10) Agriculture and Sporting Land Use

Paragraph 112 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should:

“take into account the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile 
(BMV) agricultural land.  Where significant development of agricultural land is 
demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use areas 
of poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality.”

BMV land is defined in the Glossary at Annex 2 to the NPPF as land in grades 1, 2 
and 3a of the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC). 

Relevant from the Local Plan (Part 1) includes Policy S2 Sustainable Development 
Principles, which states that significant development on the best most versatile land 
should be avoided.

Agricultural land is classified according to its quality and versatility with 1 been the 
best and 5 the poorest (grade 3 is sub-divided into categories 3a and 3b).  Grades 
1, 2 and 3a are classified as the best and most versatile land (BMV). 

Based on the ALC Strategic Map information available to Natural England, ALC 
surveys already undertaken and Soil Association data, it is considered likely that up 
to 20% of the land would be classified as BMV land, (assumed to be Grade 3a as 
no Grade 1 or Grade 2 land is already graded as such within the study area). 

Construction of the pipelines would require access for plant, vehicles and 
operatives in a temporary working corridor of up to 40m in width.  Within this 
corridor a smaller area would be subject to direct soil stripping and excavation 
works necessary to lay the pipe work and associated fittings.  Construction of the 
proposed new water treatment works, service reservoirs and pumping stations 



along with the fittings on the pipe work would result in permanent land-take.

The application boundary has been developed in consultation with land owners and 
agricultural and sporting interests.  This has resulted in an application boundary 
that, as far as is practically possible, minimises effects on agricultural soils, and 
agricultural and sporting activities.

Within Allerdale Borough Council, 23 agricultural and sporting interests would 
experience some adverse impacts during the construction phase.

Mitigation has been developed to avoid or reduce construction and operational 
effects on agricultural and sporting activity, including provision of alternative 
access, reinstatement of boundary features and reinstatement of land drainage 
systems. 
 
The effects on soils and protection of their agricultural land capability is closely 
related to the procedures for stripping, storing and reinstatement of soils in all areas 
where the works are temporary and land is being returned to agriculture.  A Soil 
Management Strategy and Drainage Strategy would ensure best practice measures 
are employed and the sustainability of soils and their agricultural land capability is 
protected.

Whilst the applicant has taken all reasonable steps to avoid impacts, some limited 
residual impacts are unavoidable in a scheme of this scale and complexity.  The 
applicant has confirmed that they would work closely with all affected parties to 
minimise disturbance, disruption and any long term impacts.

11) Traffic and Transport 

Policy S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan regarding Transport Principles states that 
development should improve accessibility and movement in the local area, ensure 
they can be accessed safely and that they do not compromise the safety of any 
transport route, and makes provision for a Transport Assessment / Travel Plan to 
accompany development proposals where necessary, which is endorsed by Policy 
S32 of the Allerdale Local plan (Part 1).

Paragraph 32 of the NPPF requires all development that generates significant 
amounts of movement to be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport 
Assessment.  This has been submitted and focuses primarily on the assessment of 
effects over a 12 hour period against stated thresholds, and reviews the potential 
effects of the proposed scheme from a link capacity perspective during the highway 
network peaks (morning and evening) on a representative day. 

In May 2015 baseline traffic counts were obtained at 27 junctions around the West 
Cumbria highway network over a 24 hour period.  A spreadsheet model was 
produced to assess the impacts of construction traffic against background flows, 
relative to the thresholds prescribed within the Institute of Environmental 
Management and Assessment (IEMA) Guidance on assessment of traffic 
environmental impacts. This provides a comparison in 2018 with the addition of 



background growth on the network and cumulative schemes.  The assessment 
incorporates construction traffic on the network during the month of May 2018 as 
that represents the highest number of concurrent construction activities within the 
context of the July 2016 to May 2021 construction period.   The assessment also 
accounts for the change in traffic composition on key routes during short-term 
periods of closure when diversions would be necessary.  

The key locations in Allerdale where thresholds are potentially exceeded during the 
construction period (either 10% HGV’s or 30% total traffic) are the unnamed Road 
and School Lane at Bothel in the pipeline section between the WTW at 
Williamsgate and Quarry Hill.  These locations are considered to be Sensitive due 
to property directly adjoining the highway and relatively low background traffic 
flows.  As a result, it may only take a relatively small increase in HGV traffic to 
create a perception of impact amongst local residents.  The Transport Assessment 
considered that impacts would generally be slight when reviewed against the key 
indicators of severance, pedestrian delay / amenity.  Larger volumes of traffic 
associated with construction are generally present where background traffic is 
already high therefore the overall impact of the scheme during construction is 
identified as minimal.

The Transport Assessment has demonstrated that whilst a number of locations are 
sensitive to traffic increases the amount of additional traffic expected at these 
locations would only result in a slight change in local amenity.  Furthermore any 
impacts would only occur for a temporary period during construction.  Therefore, it 
is considered that the objectives of the NPPF and Local Plan Policy S32 have been 
met. 

(i) Routing strategy

With regard to the routeing strategy, pipes would be imported by sea to either 
Barrow-in-Furness or Workington ports, depending on the favoured location of the 
appointed contractors.  The pipes would then be delivered to the temporary 
compound locations closest to the working area.  The favoured routeing for pipe 
movements from the ports is via the A590 / M6 / A66 to the south-west section, and 
A590 / M6 / A595 to the north sections.  Where the existing road network is not 
suitable for articulated lorries the delivery would take place at the nearest laydown 
area on route to the working area where the pipes would be stored and then 
distributed along the pipeline spread via suitable means, such as tractor and trailer.

Concerning the removal of surplus excavated material, this would be split on the 
basis of proximity of the pipeline section laydown / compound area to Moota Quarry 
(CEMEX) or Lillyhall Landfill.   The assumption is as outlined below, however, this 
is subject to confirmation when contractors are appointed and would be covered by 
conditions on any planning approval.

The waste materials generated during construction of the scheme would consist 
primarily of surplus excavated material which, due to technical or logistical reasons, 
cannot be reinstated or serve the materials demands of the proposed scheme.  The 
majority of excavated material would be widely classed as inert, natural, 



uncontaminated materials suitable for reuse / recycling subject to testing.  United 
Utilities has discussed with Lillyhall Landfill and Moota Quarry the capacity to either 
process excavated materials for return to the scheme or to use surplus excavated 
material in their own restoration schemes.  Capacity to receive the predicted 
estimated volume of surplus material from the proposed scheme has been 
confirmed. 

The proportion of other construction wastes such as timber, plastics and metals is 
anticipated to be relatively low.

As discussed above, May 2018 has been taken as the busiest construction period, 
and there will be approximately 470 staff employed across the works.  The 
predominantly rural nature of the area and the short term duration of construction 
activity in a single location, makes commuting difficult by means other than a 
private car.  However, an interim employee Travel Plan has been produced that 
explores how private car use can be limited through measures to increase vehicle 
occupancy and coordinate journeys from surrounding localities. 
 
During the peak of construction, May 2018, there would be a total of 26 roads 
crossed by the pipeline.  However, only 17 of these would require road closures.  
The diversion routes that would need to be implemented by the Highway Authority 
during periods of closure would form the basis of discussions associated with the 
Traffic Management Plan.  

A mitigation strategy is included within the TA to mitigate against any implications 
associated with highway capacity or safety.  The mitigation would be implemented 
during the construction phase to limit the potential effects of additional employee 
and construction traffic.  The mitigation does not cover the operational phase of the 
pipeline as it is considered that the effects of additional traffic would be 
imperceptible against that of background levels.

The following key objectives have been identified in order to limit the potential 
impacts of staff travel:

- To limit single occupancy vehicle use and maximise opportunities for employees to 
car share to the construction sites;

- To manage car parking demand at the site compounds to ensure that it is not of 
detriment to construction operations, or surrounding residential areas.

In addition, a Traffic Management Plan is necessary to minimise the likely effects of 
HGV traffic during the constructions works.  The timing of vehicle movements will 
form part of the Traffic Management Plan which would be covered by conditions on 
any planning approval, and Cumbria County Council Highways Authority has 
confirmed acceptance of this approach.

With regard to highway safety and the temporary and permanent access locations 
that are proposed, the following comments are made :

(ii) Permanent Access / parking - Water Treatment Works at Williamsgate



The existing layby should be ‘stopped up’ through a Highways Order, and a new 
dedicated access to the WTW should be provided directly from the A595 which will 
allow safe access and egress from the site (including visibility splays), and to keep 
traffic from the residential properties at Williamsgate. 

A one-way internal road system enabling access at a gradient of around 1 in 40 to 
relatively level areas for laydown and deliveries with a car park is adjacent to the 
entrance of the site.

Permanent Access / parking – Moota Hill Service Reservoir 

Access to the Moota Hill Service Reservoir is proposed off the B5301 via the A595 
and will slope down into the site. By virtue of the accesses proximity to the nearby 
junction it results that vehicles not travelling at 60 mph and therefore the splay can 
be reduced to 160m towards the west. Existing hedgerow is to be removed to form 
the sightlines, and although hedgerow will be reinstated nothing exceeding 1.0m in 
height shall be grown or erected within the visibility splay. No formal car parking is 
proposed at the site.

Permanent Access / parking – Pumping Station at Harrot Hill

Access for the Pumping Station would be off the Ellerbeck Brow Road, and an 
internal access road and turning head would be provided for the purposes of 
operation and maintenance.  No formal car park is proposed at the site.

Temporary accesses would also be required to allow access for deliveries of pipe, 
construction materials and construction vehicles.  Where practicable access points 
make use of existing field gates and access tracks would be surfaced with teram or 
Geo grid.  

Site Compounds and Pipe Laydown Areas are also proposed as part of the 
development.  for where construction activities would be co-ordinated.  These are 
temporary features where pipes and other construction materials are temporarily 
stored, allowing safe and efficient access to pipework prior to its installation.  
Crushed stone aggregate or similar stone hardstanding would be laid and 
compacted in appropriate layers according to site specific use and requirements. 

Highways England and Cumbria County Council confirm that they do not object to 
the planning application subject to conditions. 

12. Residential amenity    

Noise and Vibration – Construction Phase

Concerning noise / vibration the relevant policies from the Allerdale Local Plan 
include Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity, which prohibits development that would 
result in pollution or hazards which prejudice the health and safety of communities 
and their environments or result in a detrimental effect on the local area in terms of 
or environmental quality.



During the construction phase a number of locations are expected to experience 
significant adverse noise and vibration impacts due to the nature of the various 
activities and small separation distances from noise sensitive properties in some 
cases.

Elevated construction noise levels are predicted for many sensitive receptors close 
to the route of the open cut and slip-lining works, however, construction activities 
would generally pass quickly through a given area and would therefore be short-
lived.  If rock is encountered, notably higher noise levels would be expected during 
rock breaking activities.  Good practice guidance would be followed, but there may 
be some locations, particularly where rock is encountered, that would require 
further noise mitigation to reduce noise impacts at nearby sensitive receptors.  The 
ES chapter highlights those sensitive receptors most likely to experience significant 
noise impacts and suggests appropriate mitigation measures that may need to be 
employed.

Environmental Health has assessed the potential mitigation measures, however 
they accept that full details of these measures cannot be submitted at this stage.  
Therefore they recommend conditional approval for the information to be submitted 
and agreed prior to development, or each relevant phase of the development, 
commencing.

Construction activities taking place at the temporary laydown areas that are 
selected to also function as temporary site compounds along the Network section of 
the route, most notably the establishment of the site compounds, have the potential 
to cause significant adverse airborne noise impacts at the nearest noise sensitive 
receptors.  Table 19.2 within the ES presents the separation distances between 
sensitive receptors and laydown (potential site compound) areas within Allerdale, 
highlighting those receptors most susceptible to adverse impacts during 
construction of the site compounds. 

It is anticipated that minor road crossings would be undertaken using open cut 
techniques over a 1-2 week period.  Again, whilst elevated noise levels may be 
experienced, they are likely to be of short duration.  However, there are some areas 
where more major works along existing roads would be required, taking place over 
a longer period. Noise impacts at sensitive receptors close to these road/pipeline 
crossing points would be of longer duration and as such there is a greater potential 
for prolonged adverse effects.  

There is potential for elevated construction noise levels over an extended period of 
time at the new WTW, and for a shorter duration at Moota Hill SR and Harrot Hill 
PS.  Construction noise has been evaluated at these locations. Noise calculations 
suggest that with the adoption of appropriate noise control measures and 
management practices, to be designed and adopted in consultation with the local 
authority, would avoid noise thresholds from being exceeded.

Analysis undertaken has shown that two roads would experience perceptible 
increases in road traffic noise level as a result of additional construction vehicles 



associated with the proposed scheme, an unnamed road linking Bothel and 
Torpenhow, and School Lane in Bothel. These increases in noise are considered to 
be temporary adverse construction noise impacts associated with the scheme.

The construction work will be carried out during normal construction hours. 
However, for some construction activities such as tunnelling it will be necessary for 
night time work to be undertaken due to the nature of the work. Once the tunnelling 
process commences it must continue until completion, therefore 24 hour working 
will be necessary. Tunnelling under the River Derwent is required and this would be 
for a period of 21 days, however, this is not expected to cause significant 
disturbance due to the distance to the closest noise sensitive properties.

To conclude, regarding construction noise, due to the nature of the development 
some residents may experience significant disturbance during the course of the 
work.  However, as construction activities would generally pass quickly through a 
given area disturbance would therefore be short-lived. Furthermore, conditions can 
be attached to any planning approval for full details to be submitted of the proposed 
work and mitigation measures that will be required in order to demonstrate how 
amenity will be protected.

Ground compaction would be undertaken along haul routes, at crane pads, at site 
compounds and during trench backfilling. As such, adverse ground-borne vibration 
impacts during compaction may arise at nearby sensitive receptors. Vibration 
predictions during compaction have demonstrated that adverse impacts may be 
experienced at distances up to 55 m from such activities. Suitable mitigation, 
including informing affected residents, would need to be implemented, as 
appropriate. Vibratory compaction techniques should not be used within 11m of 
nearby sensitive receptors to protect against potential building damage.

Noise and Vibration  - Operational Phase

Operational noise emissions have been calculated in relation to the nearest 
properties to the water treatment works. The operational noise assessment has 
identified that no form of specific mitigation is required for any of the permanent 
operational sites over and above what has been incorporated into the technical 
assumptions

The new WTW at Williamsgate consists of numerous buildings to house various 
plant items. Operational noise emissions have been calculated in relation to noise 
levels at the nearest properties to the WTW.  These calculations suggest that total 
noise levels as a result of the combined effect of the existing noise sources and the 
proposed WTW site are below threshold values for both day-time and night-time 
operations.  Therefore adverse effects are not expected at nearby properties as a 
result of operations at the proposed WTW.

A condition regarding operational noise levels will be confirmed at the Panel 
meeting.

During the operation phase Moota SR comprises a service reservoir and 



associated valve house. The Moota SR is located just off the junction between the 
A595 and B5301. The service reservoir would emit very little if any noise in its 
operational state, whilst the valve house is likely to contain pipework and valves, 
which are expected to emit very little noise too. The valve house is likely to be 
constructed of concrete, approximately 600 mm thick, and would have no louvres or 
other openings apart from double skinned security doors.  The nearest noise 
sensitive receptors to the SR are a motel on the A595, approximately 670 m to the 
north east, and a residential property located approximately 690 m to the south 
west, again on the A595. It is therefore un likely to give rise to noise concerns.

Environmental Health note that the operational assessment has identified that no 
form of specific mitigation is required for any of the permanent operational sites 
over and above what has been incorporated into the technical assumptions.  
However, in order to protect the amenity of nearby residential properties they 
recommend a condition regarding threshold levels. 

To conclude it is considered that, subject to conditions, amenity issues are in 
accordance with the NPPF and the Local Plan.  

Air Quality and Odour

Paragraph 109 of the NPPF highlights the need to prevent development from 
contributing to unacceptable levels of air pollution. 

Furthermore, Policy S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan regarding ‘Sustainable 
Development Principles’ states that the council will minimise the impact on natural 
resources by avoiding pollution and Policy S32 regarding ‘Safeguarding Amenity’ 
states that development will not be supported that results in ‘pollution or hazards 
which prejudice the health and safety of communities and their environments, 
including nature conservation interests and the water environment which cannot be 
overcome by appropriate mitigation measures’. In addition Policy S36 Air, Water 
and Soil Quality states that unless adequate mitigation measures can be secured, 
development proposals will be resisted that would have an adverse impact on air 
quality.

There are a number of properties in close proximity to earthworks activities where 
residents are likely to be highly sensitive to dust emissions due to their close 
proximity to works. The ES concludes that the overall effect of construction vehicles 
on local air quality is considered negligible due to the small number of vehicle 
movements predicted compared to the existing vehicle flows on the network.  Dust 
associated with the construction activities has also been assessed.  

Mitigation measures can be covered by a condition on any planning approval 
including dust emissions from the proposed development.  With the mitigation 
measures, including a condition for the submission of a construction management 
plan, it is considered that the Proposed Scheme would not contribute to 
unacceptable levels of air pollution and is therefore is in accordance with the NPPF 
and Local Plan.



Proposed Lighting 

Permanent lighting is proposed at the Water Treatment Works and due to the 
proximity to residential properties in Williamsgate, Officers consider that a condition 
regarding the submission of a lighting impact assessment should be applied to any 
planning approval. Conditions will also be applied regarding any temporary lighting 
that is proposed.

13. Cumulative Effect

It is proposed that the phased construction of the scheme would commence in 2017 
for a period of approximately five years, becoming operational from 2022.  
However, it should be noted that until contractors have been appointed exact 
details regarding timing and phasing of the proposed work has yet to be confirmed.   
It is intended that this could be controlled by a pre-commencement condition 
requiring the provision of a phasing masterplan for construction and restoration 
works to be agreed with the LPA’s.

The EIA Regulations require consideration of the cumulative effects of different 
development proposals.  The development proposals may comprise schemes 
which have planning consent but which have not yet been built; proposals which 
are in the planning system but which do not have planning consent; applications for 
proposed schemes which are work in progress and have yet to be submitted; and 
land allocations in development plan documents.

Cumulative effects occur when 2 or more proposed schemes in an area impact on 
the same resource or receptor.  United Utilities agreed with officers which other 
major schemes in the Borough should be considered.  Following this assessment it 
is envisaged that the potential for cumulative impact / in combination effect to occur 
with other proposed major projects in Allerdale is minimal.

Local Financial Considerations

Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the following local 
finance considerations are relevant to the consideration of the application.

Proposed Legacy Fund

The infrastructure investment proposed represents a major ‘planning gain’ in itself. 
Anything directly necessary for the implementation of the project, consequent re-
instatement, and potential mitigation has been included in the submitted scheme as 
part of the application proposals. Any compensation beyond this, for example that 
required in relation to tree, woodland and hedgerow loss, will be secured by the 
proposed unilateral undertaking from United Utilities.

Whilst recognising all direct improvements and mitigation will be sought through the 
planning process, United Utilities have set up a separate ‘Legacy Group’ (involving 
United Utilities, the LDNPA, Allerdale, Copeland and the County Council) to identify 
possible wider longer term projects that could be funded by United Utilities in 



recognition of its role in infrastructure provision in Cumbria. An initial list of potential 
projects has been identified as a starting point following consultation with the Parish 
Councils and community groups, and the intention is that this be developed further 
at a more local level in each district following the grant of planning permission and 
after the project commences in 2017. 

However, at this stage it has to be stressed that the legacy funded activity and the 
mechanism for achieving this has not been established and can only be triggered 
by the implementation stage of the development. As such members are advised 
that this cannot be material to your decision on the application.

Conclusion / Recommendation

The proposal constitutes a major construction scheme which would inevitably 
involve disruption to people and the environment.  However, it has been 
demonstrated in the ES and via subsequent negotiations that the development of 
the scheme along with the mitigation and compensation measures proposed will 
ensure that the impacts would be largely temporary and reasonably acceptable in 
planning policy terms.  The project will provide for a resilient, sustainable water 
supply to serve the needs of West Cumbria. 

The project will allow the applicants, United Utilities, to address the loss of the 
Ennerdale Water abstraction licence.  Removal of the license is considered 
essential to protecting the sensitive ecological interests of the River Ehen SAC and 
the fresh water pearl mussels.

The accompanying ES and the subsequent HRA demonstrate that overall there will 
be relatively minimal negative impacts arising from the scheme.  The majority are 
likely to arise from construction activities which will be short term and temporary 
and therefore unlikely to be significant in the long term.  It has been demonstrated 
that any adverse effects, such as traffic impacts and ecological impacts, can be 
reasonably controlled / mitigated and compensated by the use of appropriate 
conditions and Unilateral S106 Undertaking.

On balance taking into account the above the benefits of the proposed scheme are 
considered to significantly outweigh any negative impacts and thus considered to 
satisfactorily comply with the relevant local plan policies and the guidance 
contained in the NPPF. 

On this basis, the application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions 
and the completion of a Unilateral Section 106 Undertaking.

Annex 1

Conditions/Reasons



1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason; In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in accordance 
with the following plans:

        B2707061_S0_01- Project Overview
B2707061_S0_02- Overall and Scheme Layout 
B2707061_S0_04- Construction Programme Plan
B2707061_S1_ABC 01- Site Location Plan
B2707031_S2_ABC-General Layout
B2707061_S3 ABC HH 01- Harrot Hill Pumping Station Site Layout 
B2707061 S3 ABC HH 02- Harrot Hill Building Elevations
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_03- Harrot Hill scheme elevations 1 of 2
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_04- Harrot Hill scheme elevations 2 of 2 
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_05- Harrot Hill pumping station lanscaping proposals
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_06- Harrot Hill Floor Plans
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_07- Internal building sections 1 of 2 
B2707061_S3_ABC_HH_07- Internal building sections 2 of 2
B2707061_S3_ABC_MH_01- Moota Hill Service Reservoir Site Layout
B2707061_S3_ABC_MH_02- Moota Hill Floor Plan
B2707061_S3_ABC_MH_03- Moota Hill Roof Plan
B2707061_S3_ABC_MH_04- Moota Hill Elevations
B2707061_S3_ABC_MH_05- Moota Hill Landscaping Proposals
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Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete 
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material alterations 
to the scheme are properly considered.

3. The development hereby permitted shall be strictly carried out in accordance 
with the method statements, mitigation measures  and principles set out in 
the Environmental Statement (ES) and associated Construction Code of 
practice and Construction Management Strategies, and the supplementary 
information dated 29/7/16 as clarified by the final submission dated 16/9/16 or 
as subsequently amended by any agreement with the local planning authority.

Reason - To protect sensitive ecological and biodiverse designations and their 
environment, habits and species in compiance with Policy S30,S32, S35, S36 and 
DM17 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) Adopted July 2014.

4   Prior to the commencement of works, a phasing plan showing the sequencing 
of the development for managing the construction and restoration works shall 
be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
development shall therafter be implemented solely in accordance with the 
approved scheme.
Reason : To serve in the public and visual interests a satisfactory correlated order 
of development, in accordance with Policies S5 and DM14 of the Allerdale Local 
Plan (Part 1) Adopted July 2014.

5. The tunnelling operations hereby permitted below the River Derwent and A66 
road shall not be commenced until such time as a Hydrogeological Impact  
Assessment has been submitted to, and approved in writing, by the Local 
Planning Authority. This should include information regarding ground water 
levels monitoring results in areas which are sensitive to potential lowering 
groundwater levels or changing groundwater flow regime, like licenced and 
private recorded and unrecorded groundwater abstractions and groundwater 
dependent surface water features. The development shall be solely 
undertaken in accordance with the approved details.
Reason : To protect groundwater resources from deterioration in sensitive areas 
and to minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30,S35 and S36 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 
Adopted July 2014.

6. No development hereby permitted shall commence within the phase including 
the following sites, until all necessary site investigation works on the 
following potentially contaminated locations :
- Excavations adjacent to BP Service Station, Stainburn Road;



- Pipe route to Wellington Lane landfill site.
have been carried out to establish the degree and nature of the contamination 
and its potential to pollute the environment or cause harm to human health.  
The scope of works for the site investigations should be submitted to and 
approved with the Local Planning Authority prior to commencement of 
works.The site investigations shall be undertaken solely in accordance with 
the approved details .
Reason : To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

7. Where land affected by contamination is found which poses unacceptable 
risks to human health, controlled waters or the wider environment, no 
development shall take place until a detailed remediation scheme has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The 
scheme must include an appraisal of remediation options, identification of the 
preferred options, the proposed remediation objectives and remediation 
criteria, and a description and programme of the works to be undertaken 
including the verification.
Reason : To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

8. Should a remediation scheme be required under Condition 7 the approved 
strategy shall be implemented and a verification report submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to the development 
(or relevant phase of development) being brought into use.
Reason : To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

9. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the 
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported 
immediately to the Local Planning Authority.  Development on the part of the 
site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out and submitted 
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  Where 
unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  These 
shall be implemented prior to the development (or relevant phase of 
development) being brought into use.  All works shall be undertaken in 
accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

10. A Soil Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved prior to the 



commencement of works within any respective phaseof work approved under 
condition 4 that will detail the siting and storage of excavated soils, 
procedure for identifying and addressing any issues with excavated soils as 
well as the testing of any imported soils to ensure that the soil is suitable for 
its intended use.

        The development shall thereafter be solely implemented in accordance with 
the approved plan. 
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any 
possible contamination from the development to the local environment or flood risk 
in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

11. No part (or relevant phase) of the development hereby permitted shall 
commence within each phase approved under condition 4 until a 
Construction Management Plan has been submitted and approved in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority.  The Construction Management Plan shall 
include the following :
- full details of mitigation measures to reduce the significant adverse noise 

and vibration impacts associated with the construction activities and 
compounds that have been identified in ES Volume 2 - Chapter 19 : Noise 
and Vibration - Table 19.9.  Where an assessment could not be made as 
part of the Environmental Statement due to insufficient geological 
information, an updated assessment should be provided :

- Consideration of cumulative impacts should construction activities 
coincide;

- Dust mitigation measures and wheel cleaning facilities;
- Details of construction lighting (including hours of operation) and 

mitigation measures;
- Programme of work;
- Operational traffic working/deliveries hours (including allowance for 

traffic to/from Bridekirk and Bothel school);
- Complaints investigation strategy;
- Noise and vibration monitoring strategy, including mitigation action to be 

taken where significant adverse impacts are identified in proximity to 
sensitive receptors;

-   Communications strategy.

Best practicable means should be demonstrated. The development shall be 
implemented in accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason : In the interests of minimising the impact on the residential amenity of 
nearby dwellinghouses to the water treatment works in compliance with Policy S32 
of the Allerdale local plan (Part 1).

12. Development within each phase approved under Condition 4 above shall not 
be begun until a Construction Method Statement for highway works including 
details of all on-site construction works, post-construction reinstatement, 
drainage, mitigation, and other restoration, together with details of their 
timetabling has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority and shall include measures to secure :



- formation of the construction compound associated access tracks and off 
site parking plus any other areas of hardstanding:

- cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway;
- the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent spillage or 

deposit of any materials on the highway;
- post-construction restoration/reinstatement of the highway working areas 

affected.
The Construction Method Statement shall be carried out as approved.
Reason : To ensure a satisfactory standard of development and in the interests of 
highway safety.

13. Development within each phase approved under Condition 4 above shall not 
be begun until a Construction Traffic Management Plan has been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The Construction 
Traffic Management Plan shall include details of :
- the construction of the site access and the creation, positioning and 

maintenance of associated visibility splays;
- access gates will be hung to open away from the public highway no less 

than 10m from the carriageway edge and shall incorporate appropriate 
visibility splays / temporary traffic management;

- the pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for 
accommodation works within the highways boundary conducted with a 
Highway Authority representative;

- details of proposed crossings of the highway verge;
- retained off site areas for vehicle parking, manoeuvring, loading and 

unloading for their specific purpose during the development;
- the surfacing of the access roads from the public highway into the site 

shall extend for a minimum of 10m;
- construction vehicle routing;
- the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway and 

other public rights of way/footway;
- the scheduling and timing of movements, details of escorts for abnormal 

loads, temporary warning signs and banksman/escort details.
-   scheduleing/mitigation measures for temporary road/footpath 

closures/diversions

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
Reason : To ensure a satisfactory standard of development and in the interests of 
highway safety.

14 Every permanent access herby permitted shall be designed, constructed and 
drained to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority and in this respect 
further details, including longitudinal/cross sections, shall be submitted to 
the Local Planning Authority for approval before work commences on site.  
No work shall be commenced on the access until a full specification has been 
approved and has been constructed in all respects to base course level.
Reason : To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of highway 
safety.



15. Every temporary access hereby permitted shall be designed, constructed and 
drained to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority and in this respect 
further details, including longitudinal/cross sections for each phase , shall be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority for approval 
before work within it commences on site.  No work shall be commenced on 
the access until a full specification has been approved and built to the agreed 
specification.
Reason : To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of highway 
safety.

16. The permanent access for the Water Treatment Works hereby permitted shall 
be designed, constructed and drained to the satisfaction of the Local 
Planning Authority and in this respect further details, including 
longitudinal/cross sections, shall be submitted to the Local Planning 
Authority for approval before work commences on site.  No work shall be 
commenced at this location until a full specification including the means of 
prohibiting access to the current layby has been approved and has been 
constructed in all respects to base course level.
Reason : To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of highway 
safety.

17. The access and parking/turning requirements for each phase specified within  
condition 4 (as outlined under the approved details of the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan under condition 13) shall be fully implemented prior to any 
building works commencing on the site so that construction traffic can park 
and turn clear of the highway.
Reason : The carrying out of this development without the provision of these 
facilities during the construction work is likely to lead to inconvenience and danger 
to road users.

18. No development within each phase identified under Condition 4 above shall 
commence until a construction surface water management plan has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The 
works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason : To safeguard against flooding to surrounding sites and to safeguard 
against pollution of watercourses downstream of the site.

19. No development shall commence within the areas that require archaeological 
mitigation as outlined in Section 12.6 of the ES 'Mitigation & Residual Effects' 
(volume 2 Chapter 12). and table 12.6.6 (Volume 4 Appendix 12.6) of the 
Environmental Statement; Supplementary Environmental Information report 
volume 1; Appendix 2 the Updated Environmental Master Plan; and points 126 
to 135 in the Planning Application Consultation Responses report volume 2, 
until the applicant has secured the implementation of a programme of 
archaeological work in accordance with written schemes of investigation 
which have been submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.
Reason : To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be made to 
determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest within the site and 
for the examination and recording of such remains.



20. Where significant archaeological remains are revealed by the programme of 
archaeological work, these shall be carried out within two years of the 
completion of that programme on site, or within such timescale as otherwise 
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority : an archaeological post-
excavation assessment and analysis, the preparation of a site archive ready 
for deposition at a store, the completion of an archive report, and the 
preparation and submission of a report of the results for publication in a 
suitable specialist journal.
Reason : To ensure that a permanent and accessible record by the public is made 
of the archaeological remains that have been disturbed by the development.

21. All operational construction work (excluding tunnelling works) shall be 
carried out solely between the hours of 08:00 and 18:00 Monday to Friday, 
and 08:00 and 12:00 Saturday, with no works on Sundays or Bank Holidays.  
Reason : In the interests of preserving the amenity of neighbouring properties in the 
locality of the application site in compliance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local 
plan (Part 1).

22. Prior to the operational use of the proposed Water Treatment Works a lighting 
impact assessment by a suitably qualified engineer including hours of 
operation and levels of lumination by any lighting at the water treatment 
works at Williamsgate and Harrot Hill pumping station, shall be submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The hours and levels 
of lumination generated by the lighting shall not depart from those levels 
which are specified in the approved assessment.
Reason : In the interests of minimising the impact on the residential amenity of 
nearby dwellinghouses in compliance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale local plan 
(Part 1).

23. Prior to development, or relevant phase of development, site investigation 
works shall be undertaken, submitted to and approved  to establish the 
situation regarding mine entries located along the route and shallow mine 
workings, including  the following details:
- A remediation scheme to afford public safety and the stability of the 

proposed development from the risks posed by recorded mine entries 
(shafts and adits);

- A scheme of intrustive site investigations for approval;
- The undertaking of that scheme of intrusive site investigations;
- A report of findings arising from the intrusive site investigations;
- A scheme of remedial works for approval; and
- Implementation of those remedial works.
Any remedial measures shall be fully implemented prior to the operational 
use of the pipline 
Reason : Reason: To minimise any risk arising from unstable ground conditions or 
any possible contamination from the development to the local environment in 
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

24  The development shall not commence until visibility splays for the proposed 



Water Treatment Works providing clear visibility of 215 metres x 4.5 metres 
measured down the centre of the access road and the nearside channel line 
of the major road have been provided at the junction of the access road with 
the county highway. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country 
Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking 
and re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted development, no structure, 
or object of any kind shall be erected or placed and no trees, bushes or other 
plants which exceed 1m in height shall be planted or be permitted to grow 
within the visibility splay which obstruct the visibility splays.
Reason: To ensure an acceptable standard of highway access during the 
construction and operational use of the site, in compliance with the National 
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 
Adopted July 2014.

25.   The development shall not commence until visibility splays for the proposed 
Service Reservoir providing clear visibility of 160 metres x 4.5 metres have 
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.  
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 9or any Order revoking and re-enacting 
that Order) relating to permitted development, no structure, or object of any 
kind shall be erected or placed and no trees, bushes or other plants which 
exceed 1m in height shall be planted or be permitted to grow within the 
visibility splay which obstruct the visibility splays. 

        Reason : To ensure an acceptable standard of highway access during the 
construction and operational use of the site, in compliance with the National 
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 
Adopted July 2014.

 26.  Prior to the commencement of a schedule of works for the haul route for all 
construction traffic shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority. All construction traffic movements shall therafter be undertaken at 
all times in accordance with the approved haul route details.  
Reason In the interests of highway safety. 

27. No part of the development hereby permitted shall be brought in to use until 
the approved detailed scheme of hard and soft landscaping for the water 
treatment works and pumping station, including the measures for the 
protection in the course of development have been implemented. All planting, 
seeding or turfing comprised within the scheme shall be carried out in the 
first planting season following completion of the development and any trees 
or plants which within a period of 5 years from the completion of the 
development die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased 
shall be replaced in the next planting season with other similar size and 
species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise the 
impact of the development in the locality in compliance with Policies S33 and S32 
od the Allerdale local Plan (Part 1).

28. A landscaping management plan including long term design objectives, 
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all landscape 



areas, within the curtilage of the Williamsgate water treatment works other 
than shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior 
to the operational use of the treatment works. The development shall 
thereafter be maintained at all times in accordance with the approved 
management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long term maintenance and management of the landscaping 
for the wastewater treatment works in the open countryside in compliance with 
Policies S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1).

29. Prior to the commencement of works, a Waste Management Plan for the 
disposal of surplus materials for each respective phase (under Condition 4) 
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The plan 
shall identify the sites for the storage of waste, the hours of operation, haul 
routes for waste vehicle movements and the disposal sites for waste 
generated by the development. The development shall be implemented solely 
in accordance with the approved details prior to commencement within each 
phase.
Reason In the interests of highway safety and ensure the satisfactory disposal of 
any surplus materials arising from the development and any possible contamination 
from the development to the local environment in compliance with the National 
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 
Adopted July 2014. 

30. Prior to the commencement of works details of the approved pipeline’s 
washout facilities within each respective phase (under Condition 4)shall be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The development 
shall be implemented solely in accordance with the approved scheme prior to 
the operational use of the pipeline within each phase.
Reason : To safeguard against flooding to surrounding sites and to safeguard 
against pollution of watercourses downstream of the site.

31. The operational use of the water treatment works shall not be commenced 
until all the detailed access and parking requirements have been constructed 
in accordance with the approved plan. Any such access and or parking 
provision shall be retained and be capable of use when the development is 
completed and shall not be removed or altered without the prior consent of 
the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that proper access and parking provision is made and retained 
for use in relation to the development.

32. The wall/hedge shall be removed and a replacement hedgerow replanted 
immediately behind the visibility splays required by Condition 25 before the 
development is brought into use.  A full specification of the replacement 
hedgerow shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority before any 
building is constructed above plinth level. All planting comprised within the 
approved scheme shall be carried out in the first planting season following 
completion of the development and any plants or trees which within a period 
of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are removed or 
become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replanted in the next planting 
season with other similar size and species unless otherwise agreed in writing 



with the local planning authority. 
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and visual amenity.

 
33. No buildings or plant part of the development hereby permitted shall be 

constructed above plinth level until details and representative samples of all 
external and roofing materials have been submitted to and approved by the 
Local Planning Authority. The development shall be constructed in 
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the external 
appearance of the approved scheme which is compatible with the character of the 
surrounding area, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and 
Policy DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

34. Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen 
walls/fences/other means of enclosure for the water treatment works shall be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to its 
operational use. Any such walls/fences etc. shall be constructed prior to the 
approved building being brought into use. All means of enclosure so 
constructed shall be retained and no part thereof shall be removed without 
the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible with 
the character of the surrounding area in compliance with Policy S33 of the Allerdale 
Local plan (Part 1)

35. No goods, refuse, plant, machinery or materials shall be stored at any time 
outside the confines of the building(s) within the water treatment works when 
it is in operational use.
Reason:  In the interests of the visual amenity of the locality, in compliance with the 
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan 
(Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

36. Prior to the commencement of works details of the surface water drainage 
works, including any attenuation measures to demonstrate that no greater run 
off rate than the existing greenfield site (plus allowance for climate change) 
for the Williamsgate water treatment works and Harrot Hill pumping station 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
The approved scheme shall be fully implemented prior to the operational use 
of each respective site hereby approved.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory means of surface water drainage and minimise 
the risk of flooding from the development in comparison to an assessment of its 
existing undeveloped state, in compliance with the National Planning Policy 
Framework, Policies S29 and S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

37. No blasting shall be undertaken without the written consent of the local 
planning authority.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of residential properties in the locality of the 
application site in compiance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1.)



38. Prior to the commencement of the use of the Williamsgate water treatment 
works details of the restoration and aftercare of the existing Quarry Hill water 
treatment works site shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority. The approved scheme shall be fully implemented within 12 months 
of the commencement of the operational use of the pipeline. 
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise the 
impact of the development in the locality in compliance with Policies S33 and S32 of 
the Allerdale local Plan (Part 1).

39. Prior to the commencement of works details of any external CCTV 
network for any section of the approved pipeline and its assoicated 
infrastructure for each respective phase (under Condition 4) shall be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The 
development shall be implemented solely in accordance with the 
approoved details.
Reason : To minimise the impact of the development in the locality in 
compliance with Policies S33 and S32 of the Allerdale local Plan (Part 1).



Proactive Statement

Application Approved Following Revisions

The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this 
application by identifying planning policies, constraints, stakeholder representations and 
matters of concern within the application (as originally submitted) and where appropriate 
negotiating, with the Applicant, acceptable amendments and solutions to the proposal to 
address those concerns.  As a result, the Local Planning Authority has been able to grant 
planning permission for an acceptable proposal, in accordance with the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development, as set out within the National Planning Policy 
Framework.  

Notes to Applicant:

The proposed pipeline development will cross a number of significant overhead and 
underground circuits.  It is imperative that a safe working distance is maintained from 
these and that safe working practices are followed at all times.  If it is necessary, the 
developer can apply to Electricity North West to have assets relocated.






